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Analysis of the faunal remains fran the Wall and Fred~icks sites
indicates that there were no majo:tT differences in the utilization of
faunal resources between the precontact and postcontact sites.

The

inhabitants of both sites relied most heavily on deer and catfish.
Turtle, squirll'el, rabbit, :tTaccoon, and passengel:l' pigeon were impoFtant
secondairy resources.

Although the many European artifacts found at

the Fredricks site suggest considerable palTticipation in the deerskin
t:r?ade by the inhabitants of this site, there is no direct evidence for
this in the faunal assemblage.

When canbined with ethnobotanical

evidence f:tran the two sites, the faunal remains support the contention
that a basic late prehistoric subsistence patte~ was maintained well
into the Historic period of aboEiginal occupation in the Carolina
Piedmont.
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CHAPI'ER 1:

INTIDDUCTION

The Siouan Project
In 1981, the Research Laboratories of Anthropolcgy began a
project to investigate culture change among Indian groups that
occupied the northern part of the Carolina Piedmont during the Late
Prehistoric and Historic Pericds (ca. 1300-1740).

This five-year

project includes both archaeological and ethnohistorical research.
Fieldwork during the first two years of the Siouan Project has focused
on two sites located on the Eno River near Hillsborough, North
Carolina (Figure 1).

The Wall site (310rll), partially excavated by

Joffre Coe in 1938, 1940, and 1941 (Coe 1952, 1964), was originally
interpreted as the site of the historically doct.nnented town of
OC:caneechi.

Further excavations were conducted at this site in 1983

and 1984, and three radiocarbon dete.rminations obtained at this time
yielded an average corrected date of A.D. 1545 + 80 years.

This date,

along with the paucity of European trade gcxxis on the site, led to the
conclusion that the Wall site could not be OC:caneechi Town.

However,

investigations of the nearby Fredricks site (310r231) revealed
nt.nnerous European artifacts that have been dated to the late 1600s and
very early 1700s.

These European gcxxis, together with information

fran historical accounts, have led to the identification of the
Fredricks site as the town occupied by the Occaneechi Indians ca.
1680-1710 and visited by John Lawson in 1701 (Lefler 1967:59-61).
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This thesis presents an analysis and interpretation of the faunal
remains recovered fran the Wall and Fredricks sites during the 1983
and 1984 field seasons.

In many ways these two sites are well

situated for canparing prehistoric with historic (i.e. precontact with
postcontact) patterns of faunal exploitation of the Carolina Piedmont
Indians.

The two sites are located within 200 yards of one another

and thus share nearly identical natu:iral environments.

Further, both

sites were exposed to similar factors affecting the preservation of
archaeolcgical remains and they were excavated and recorded utilizing
the same field techniques.

Finally, the remains fran the two sites

were processed, sampled, and analyzed in an identical manner.
Environmental Setting
The Wall and Fredricks sites are located in the floodplain along
the north bank of the Eno River, approximately 0.5 mile east of
Hillsborough.

They are in the Piedmont physiographic province, which

is characterized by gently rolling hills, occassionally punctuated by
larger hills or mountains of erosion-resistant rock (Clay et al.
1975:113).

Originally, most of the Piedmont was covered by oak-

hickory forests.

Ix:rninant species of this forest type consist of

white, black, scarlet, southern red, and post oaks; mockernut and
smooth hickory; black gum; and tulip poplar.

Occassionally, shortleaf

and loblolly pine are present, and dogwood and sourwood are the most
canmon understory trees.

The floodplains of the major streams and

rivers of the Piedmont prcxjuce hardwood swamp forests that are
daninated by sycamore, river birch, ash, elm, sweetgum, willow oak,
swamp chestnut oak, and tulip poplar (Clay et al. 1975:132-133).
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Animal species that populate the forests and fields of the
Piedmont today are nearly the same as those that occupied the area in
the Late Prehistoric and Historic peric:xjs (Conant 1975; Ernst and
Barbour 1973; Fowler 1945; Hamilton 1943; Potter et al. 1980).
Although elk, bison, wolves, aoo bears were observed in the Piedmont
in the past (Lefler 1967 54-56,124), they are rarely, if ever,
encountered today. The
early historic times

passenger pigeon, observed in large flocks in
(Lefler 1967:50-51; Byrd 1967:216), is now

extinct.
RESEARCH CUESTICNS
curing the Protohistoric and Historic periods (ca. 1540-1720),
Indians of the North Carolina Piedmont were exposed to and
participated in activities that changed and ultimately led to the
disintegration of their culture.

Although its focus is lairgely

archaeological, the project currently being conducted by the Research
Laboiratories of Anthropology also involves ethnohistoric research to
investigate changes in Indian culture brought about by contact with
Europeans.

The project canbines survey, testing, and excavation in

the field, and laboratory and documentary research.

It is focused on

three drainage basins of the northern North Carolina Piedmont (the
Upper Dan, Haw, and Eno-Flat) which were occupied by groups such as
the Occaneechi, Eno, Shakori, Saxapahaw, and Sara.

Although these

groups usually have been classed as Siouan speakers (Mooney 1894;
Swanton 1946), there is sane evidence to suggest that other language
families may have been present (Miller 1957, Binford 1959).
The research design of the Piedmont Project involves the
integration of studies of intrasite and intersite settlement patterns,
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aboriginal and European artifacts, human skeletal remains,
ethnobotanical and faunal remains, and historic doct.nnents.

By

canbinirx;J the information fran these studies, it is hoped that
insights will be gained into the processes leading to the
disintegration of Piedmont societies.

One goal of the project is to

delineate patterns in the archaeological record for the Late
Prehistoric period, which may make it possible to recognize trends in
the development of aboriginal Piedmont culture prior to European
contact.

Another major goal is to define the effects of European

contact on the Indians of this region.
this end are many and varied.

Questions being pursued toward

After notirx;J that the Piedmont groups

experienced rapid reductions in population after contact, Dickens et
al. (1984:43) state that
i.mi;x:>rtant questions still remain about how much
the populations were actually reduced; how the
previously separate
groups
integrated
their
lifestyles within the later, more cosrropolitan
camnunities; what kinds of changes in social
organization
and
econany
accanpanied
the
population losses; what role was played by the
deerskin trade in the change process; what aspects
of culture were affected first; what aspects
changed the most; and how changes in one canponent
of culture affected other canponents.
Analysis, interpretation, and canparison of the faunal remains
fran the Wall and Fredricks sites, especially when related to
information fran other data categories, provide valuable information
about cultural changes experienced by the Piedmont Indian groups.
A series of research questions, based on information frcm the
ethnohistorical record and fran previous archaeological work, was
formulated priol! to the 1983 field season.

Although several of these
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questions later proved to be unsuitable for the particular faunal
assemblages found at the Wall and Fredricks sites, they did provide
sane insights that allowed this researcher to move beyond simple
identification and toward an interpretation of faunal exploitation in
the context of culture change.
The patterns of exploitation of faunal resources reported for
several prehistoric North Carolina and Virginia sites (e.g., Waselkov
1977; Barber and Williams 1978; Runquist 1979; Egloff, Barber, and
Reed 1980; Coleman 1982) are similar to the pattern reported by Smith
(1974) for Middle Mississippi sites in the Mississippi Valley.

In

addition to showing a concentration on many of the same species as
Smith's groups, the North Carolina and Virginia assemblages reflect a
similar pattern of selective, seasonally oriented exploitation.

Smith

(1974:288) hypothesizes that
this cycle of selective, seasonal exploitation of
certain
animal
species
groups
by Middle
Mississippi populations was a procurement strategy
that concentrated on those sections of the biotic
cacmunity that would provide a maximum meat yield
for a minimum of expended energy.
For the analysis of the faunal remains fran the two Eno River sites,
Smith's pattern provides two general research questions:
1. How did the overall pattern of faunal exploitation
differ between the two sites?
2. Can the subsistence strategies exhibited at the two
sites be explained in terms of maximization of meat
yield and minimization of energy expenditure?
In order to answer the general research questions, more
specific questions were formulated:
1. What was the ~elative importance of the various
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species of animals utilized by the occupants of the
two sites?
2. Was faunal exploitation a seasonal activity at
the two sites? If so, during what season(s) was each
species hunted?
3. What strategies were employed for procuring the
exploited species?
4. How selective were the inhabitants of the sites in
their exploitation of animal populations?
Other questions fonnulated prior to the analysis were:
1. Can patterns of butcherin:J of the major species be
identified?
2. Is there evidence of hunting species primarily for
their hides?
3. How was faunal exploitation related to plant
prcx:urement and exploitation?
4. Was the pattern of faunal exploitation altered by
the intrcduction of European technolcgy?
5. Did introductions by Europeans of new
plants and animals affect the existing pattern of
faunal exploitation?
These questions formed the initial base fran which methods were
developed to describe and canpare the assemblages recovered fran the
two sites.

As

the questions indicate, in addition to identifying the

patterns of faunal exploitation of the inhabitants of the sites, a
major goal of this research was to examine the possible effects of
European contact on the use of faunal ~esources by the inhabitants of
the Fredricks site.
Diffeirences between the two assemblages, however, cannot

be

attributed autanatically to European-induced changes in aboriginal
subsistence.

For example, differences could have resulted fran the

fact that the faunal remains fran the two sites were retrieved fran
dissimilar contexts.

Over 95% of the bones fran the Wall site were
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found in a large midden associated with the palisade lines on the
periphery of the village, and the remainder fran the fill of a single
burial pit.

Nearly 88% of the bones fran the Fredricks site, on the

other hand, was obtained fran burial fill and the rest fran feature
fill.

All except one of the burial pits fran the Fredricks site

contained sizeable quantities of bone fragments in the zones of fill
above the human skeletal remains.

These deposits seem not to be the

result of an overlying midden having slumped into the pits, since the
plowzone in the area around the burial pits contained relatively few
artifacts.

Although the differing contexts of the bones (sheet midden

versus pit fill) are significant, the bones fran the fill in the tops
of the burial pits at the Fredricks site and the bones fran the midden
at the Wall site can all be considered to represent the disposal of
fcxx1 refuse.
In addition to reflecting different methods of refuse disposal,
the different

contexts also may not have provided equal conditions

for the preservation of bone.

The midden at the Wall site probably

represents the activities of many people over a period of several
years.

The remains fran the Fredricks site, on the other hand,

especially the remains fran the burial pits, probably represent much
briefer activity of fewer people. Thus, differences in the assemblages
fran the two sites may reflect differences in seasons of activity or
differences in the behavior of large versus small segments of the
representative carrnunities.
Also, because the remains fran the Fredricks site were primarily
fran burial fill, they may represent ceremonial activities, which
could have been quite different fran every-day subsistence practices.
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Finally, sane of the differences between the two assemblages may
relate to the fact that the sample fran the Wall site N =30,257) is
much larger than that f1;an the FlTedricks site (n = 16, 393 ) •
In spite of these problems, however, it should be recognized that
the assemblages fran these two sites offer an excellent opportunity
for canpa1;ing pre-contact and post-contact patterns of exploitation of
animal resources in a setting in which variables of the natural
envirornnental can, for the Il'K)St part, be held constant.
Given the rapidity with which European diseases and social
manipulations succeeded in disrupting and ultimately destroying
aboriginal culture in Piedmont North Carolina, it seemed likely that
the faunal remains fran the Fredricks site would show at least sane
evidence of a change in patterns of faunal exploitation frc:m
prehistoric to historic times.

It was also expected that differences

in the remains would reflect increased participation in the deerskin
trade rather than major changes in subsistence patterns, since
ethnohistoric accounts (Lefler 1967:182-184; Swanton 1946:256-257)
suggest considerable continuity between prehistoric and historic
subsistence practices in North Carolina and Virginia.

Late

Prehistoric Dan River subsistence was based primarily on corn and bean
agriculture, harvesting nuts and deer hunting, with other plants and
animals utilized to a lesser extent.
The seasonal round emphasized deer hunting and
food storage in winter, small game capture in
spring, fishing and wild and danestic plant fcx)d
harvesting throughout
the
surnner,
and
nut
gathering and turkey
hunting in the fall and
early winter (Waselkov 1977:230).
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Swanton (1946:256-257) provides an outline of the historic
Southeastern subsistence cycle
Com, beans, pumpkins, and a few other vegetables
were raised, and the fields where these grew
usually detel!Illined the sites of the towns. This
was because they required labor and protection and
because most of the crop was stored for later
consumption.
Dried meat was also stored there,
but it was never possible to tell where game
animals were to be found, while the location of
the field was definite.
This, of cou:trSe meant
that the people were generally in or near their
villages in
sunmer. • • Between
planting
and
harvest, they did, however, often get time for a
shorter hunt.
After harvest they would remain in
town until well toward winter to enjoy the prcduce
of their fields and thus place it beyond the reach
of human or animal predation.
As the harvest was seldcm sufficient to last
- nor was it expected to last - until another crop
came in, the Indians were obliged to seek natural
food supplies elsewhere and, since such supplies
were not usually concentrated, this meant that the
people themselves scattered about in camps where
they remained until planting time •••
Swanton (1946:257) also mentions that fish were included in the diet
during the sunmer.
In his account of the diet of the Indian groups of North
Carolina, Lawson named as staples many of the species found in the
prehistoric sites of the same area (Lefler 1967:182-184; Wilson 1983).
Whereas neither Swanton's nor Lawson's accounts give the kind of
information needed to quantify relative dependence upon any particular
resource, both accounts indicate that the historic subsistence pattern
was similar to the prehistoric pattern.
In both the prehistoric and historic patterns, hunting for food
was an important activity.

It seems likely that if the inhabitants of
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the Fredricks site did participate in the deerskin trade, their
participation involved (at least initially) only an expansion of the
hunting activities which were already of major importance in their
adaptive strategy.

With continued and perhaps increased participation

in the deerskin trade over time it is expected that qualitative
(rather than simply quantitative) differences would develop between
the hunting activities prior to and after contact.

Rather than merely

hunting more often or killing a greater number of animals, it is
possible that the Indians began to range further from their villages,
exploit portions of the environment that previously had been rarely
utilized, or hunt species that had not been hunted frequently in the
past.
In Evolution and Culture, Sahlins and Service (1982:54) state
that
when acted upon by external forces a culture will,
if necessary, undergo specific changes only to the
extent of and with the effect of preserving
unchanged its fundamental structure and character.
Charles Bishop (1981:50) applied this concept to the Northern
Algonkian region, stating that
the effects of the fur trade fran the Indian
perspective is a good example of Raner's Rule
applied to a cultural context.
That is,
the
initial survival value of a favorable innovation
is conservative in that it renders possible the
maintenance of a traditional way of life in the
face of changed circt.nnStances (Hcx;kett and Ascher
1967:137).
Thus, Indians evolved new adaptive
strategies within a new ecological setting so as
to attempt to maintain continuity with the past.
11
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Bishop (1981:50) goes on to say that "unfortunately, in the long
run, they [the Indians] were unsuccessful for reasons well dcx::umented
in the ethnohistorical record."
Canouts (1971:82) suggests that, for the Creek Indians,
participation in the deerskin trade eventually became maladaptive.
"With the influx of European gocx:1s, Creek items fell off.

Deer were

the only raw material necessary to barter for the full range of a
technological kit or of prcx::essed gocx:1s" (Bartram 1928:401).

Canouts

states further that a scarcity of game developed, that the men were
away fran their villages for longer periods of time while hunting
animals for trade, and that the dependence on the deerskin trade led
to a breakdown in scx::ial structure by introducing new means of
acquirin:;, wealth and prestige and causing shifts in the division of
labor (Canouts 1971:82).

With the possible exception of the statement

that men were frequently away fran their villages, which was noted by
Lawson (Lefler 1967:46,65,215), these statements are based on little
direct evidence and must be treated as assumptions to be tested
archaeologically.
We

know that during the period at least fran 1650-1676,

in which

they occupied their island in the Roaooke River, the Occaneechi played
an important role in the deerskin trade.

It is not koown, however,

whether this participation increased after they moved to the site on
the Eno River around 1680.

If the Occaneechi maintained their strong

participation in the deerskin trade after their move south (and the
abundance of trade gocx:1s at the Fredricks site indicates that this is
likely), the faunal remains fran the Fredricks site might be expected
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to differ fran those of the prehistoric Wall site by exhibiting sane
or all of the following characteristics:
1. more opportunistic hunting patterns - e.g. hunting
should be less seasonally oriented and there should
be more evidence of hunting at all times of the year.
2. less balance between maximization of meat yield and
minimization of energy expenditure.

3. evidence of exploitation of portions of the environment
that previously had not been heavily utilized.
4 • changes in procurement strategies - e.g. , Waselkov
(1977) suggests that the method of hunting dee1? may
have evolved fran stalking to carmunity drives.

5. possibly less specialization and more variability in
the faunal assemblage.
6. increased evidence of hunting for fur and hides

rather than for meat, such as increased evidence
that animals were butchered in the field with only
portions of the carcasses being returned to the
site.
7. possible increases in the numbers of tools and
features associated with hide-working (such as
smudge pi ts ) •

The first four expectations would reflect qualitative changes in
hunting patterns that might have had the effect of increasing, at
least temporarily, the quantity of animals (and thereby skins and
furs) obtained.

The fifth expectation might have arisen if the

Fredricks site inhabitants had ~unto hunt any and all fur-bearing
animals, including those species that had not been desirable prior to
the onset of European trade.

The sixth expectation would reflect a

marked increase in the number of animals killed beyond those required
to fulfill the needs (subsistence and r aw material) of the site
inhabitants.

The final expectation would manifest an increase in the
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number of tools and features associated with hide-working that might
cx::cur with an increase in hide procurement for trade.
Although this list of preliminary expectations is far fran
exhaustive, it provides a basis on which to canpare the two faunal
assemblages b3yond merely canparin.:1 the frequencies of identified
species fran each site.

As work with the assemblages has progressed,

the initial list has been reevaluated, further questions added, and
others eliminated.

Sane of these adjustments to the original list of

research questions arose when new information was gleaned fran the
ethnohistorical record.

More frequently, the original questions had

to be modified because of limitations imposed by the faunal
assemblages themselves.
Chapters 3 and 4.

These limitations will be discussed in

CHAPTER 2:

EI'HNOHISTORY

Utilization of Faunal Resources
.Among the many ethnohistoric accounts for the Piedmont area of
North Carolina and Virginia are those of Lederer, Needham and Arthur,
Fallam, Bland, vbod (Alvord and Bidgood 1912); and Lawson (Lefler
1967).

With the exception of Lawson's account, however, none of these

documents provides detailed information about hunting, fishing, and
other subsistence activities of the historic North Carolina Indians.
In A New Voyage to Carolina, John Lawson described his 1701
exploration of the region fran Chrurleston, South Carolina, through the
North Carolina Piedmont, to New Bern, North Cairolina.

In addition to

presenting the scenes and events of his trip, Lawson also wrote a
chapter detailing the "Vegetables", "Beasts", "Insects", "Birds", and
"Fish" of North carolina.

Lawson's account thus provides a wealth of

infonnation on the use of faunal resources by North Carolina Indians.
D.lring his winter journey, in addition to making direct contact
with the Occaneechi in their tCMn on the Eno River (Lefler 1967:61),
Lawson encountered a number of other groups including the Eno,
Keyauwee, Sapona, and Tutelo.

Although he gives considerable

attention to the ways in which the Piedmont (and also the coastal)
Indians utilized faunal resources, he provides only scanty infonnation
about the ways in which the animals were procured (hunted, trapped,
etc.) •
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Mamnals.

According to Lawson, deer was the most important

rnarrmalian r-esource of the North carolina Indians.

He mentioned

"barbaku'd" and roasted venison; venison broth thickened with acorn
meal; and "a Dish, in great Fashion amongst the Indians, which was Two
young Fawns, taken out of the DJe's Bellies, and boil'd in the same
slimy Bags Nature had plac'd them in" (Lefler 1967:51,58).

Parts of

the deer were utilized in a variety of ways in addition to food.

For

example, deer hides were used for clothing, shoes, and as covers for
drums, and were also an important ccrcrnodity for trade with the

Europeans.

"The Bone of a Deel?'s Foot" was used for scl!'aping the hair

off of hides, and deer brains (after being baked and then soaked in
water) were used in tanning hides (Lefler 1967:217).

Lawson also

mentioned the use of the "Head of a Buck" as a decoy with which to
hunt other deer (Leflel? 1967:29) •
. Swanton (1946:249) lists a number of ways in which Southeastern
Indians used various parts of the deer in addition to those mentioned
by Lawson.

Horns were boiled for glue and made into projectile

points, ornaments, and needles; hooves were made into rattles; and
sinews and skins were used to make fishnets and bowstrings.
made into bracelets, and tibiae into flutes.

Ribs were

Tools constructed fran

deer bones that have been recovered fran Piedmont archaeological sites
(Waselkov 1977; Runquist 1979) include metatarsal beamers, ulna awls,
and antler flakers.
In addition to describing the technique of stalking deer, Lawson
mentioned that
when these Savages go a hunting, they camtonly go
out in great Numbers, and oftentimes a great many
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Days Journey fran hane, beginning at the caning of
Winter; ••• Thus they go and fire the V'kx:>ds for many
Miles, and drive the Deer and other Game into
small Necks of Land and Isthmuses, where they kill
and destroy what they please (Lefler 1967:215216).
Other techniques used by North Carolina and Virginia Indians for
hunting deer were stalking them without the use of a decoy, and
driving them to water without the use of fire (Waselkov 1977:108).
While visiting Occaneechi Town, Lawson was served "good fat
Bear," and the next day, in Adshusheer, he feasted upon "hot Bread,
and Bears-oil" •

The Indians considered the paws to be the most edible

part of the bear, whereas the head was always thrown away (Lefler
1967:122).

In addition to being eaten, bear's oil was used for frying

fish, and was mixed with "a certain red Pov.Uer" and daubed on the tXJdy
and used for greasing the hair (Lefler 1967:121,174).

Lawson also

mentioned that the "Oil of the Bear is very Sovereign for Strains,
Aches, arrl old Pains" arrl that bear's fur was used for making muffs
and facing caps (Lefler 1967:122-123).

The only method of capturing

bear mentioned by Lawson involved killing the animals that were
flushed during the fire drives used for hunting deer (Lefler 1967:17).
Opossl.Illl was used for food by the Indians, but the fur of this
animal was "not esteemed no:r used" except when it was spun to make
baskets, mats, and girdles (Lefler 1967:125-126,195).

Racc(X)n meat

was served to Lawson on several occasions during his voyage, and
racc(X)n skins and fur were used by the Indians for clothing and
blankets (Lefler 1967:23,126,200).

Although skunks (or polecats) were

used for food, Lawson stated that their skins were not used in any way
(Lefler 1967:124).
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Rabbits (or hares), and squirrels were roasted without being
gutted, and their skins were used for clothing and blankets.

Although

Lawson stated that rabbits we:tre caught during fire drives, he did not
provide a description of the ways in which opossums, raccoons, skunks,
or squirrels were hunted (Lefler 1967:182,200).
Beavers were prized for thei~ thick fur, and their skins were
used in making shoes, mittens, and other clothes (Lefler
1967:125,200).

Beaver meat was eaten, and its tail was considered a

delicacy (Lefler 1967:66,125).

Lawson encountered a Saponi Indian who

maintained traps for capturing beaver (Lefler 1967:54).
Lawson listed a variety of rodents and insectivores that were
found al!'Ound the houses and fields of the Indians (Lefler
1967:120,130-131).

These animals may have been used for food,

although Lawson did not mention such a practice.
European-introduced animals present in North Carolina and
utilized by the Indians encountered by Lawson during his voyage
include horses and pigs.

Lawson also mentioned cattle but it is not

clear whether the Piedmont Indians were using this animal.

According

to Lawson, no use was made of the horse by the Indians except for
carrying deer back to their villages (Lefler 1967:44).

Although

Lawson alluded to hcg stealing by the Indians, he did not indicate
that hcgs were raised by them (Lefler 1967:64). He did mention,
however, that the "Paspitank" Indians kept cattle at one time,
although he was not sure if they were still raising these animals at
the time of his travels.
All of the mamnals identified fran the 1983-1984 faunal
assemblages fran the Wall and Fredricks sites (with the exception of
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the shrew and vole) were described by Lawson.

Manmals mentioned by

Lawson that were not identified in these archaeolo;Jical assemblages
are buffalo, panther, "cat-a-rrount" (IOOuntain lion), wild cat, wolf,
"tyger", otter, musk:r -at, "minx" (mink), elk, fox, and lion.
Birds.

Lawson listed over llO biros that could be found in North

Carolina at the time of his journey (Lefler 1967:140-141).

Of these,

the turkey and the passenger pigeon were the IOOst important to the
Indians as sources of food.

Turkey bones were also made into many

different kinds of tools (e.g., awls and beamers) and ornaments (e.g.,
beads).

Turkey feathers were used by Southeastern Indians in making

feather mantles and fans, and in feathering arrows.

Arrow points were

also manufactured fran turkey spurs (Swanton 1946:251).

Turkey meat

was offel?ed as food to Lawson so often that it eventually "began to be
loathsane" (Lefler 1967: 34).
Although the passenger pigeon is now extinct, Lawson's
description provides a vivid picture of this bird and the way it was
hunted and used by the Indians.
Pigeons ••• were so numerous in these parts that you
might see many Millions in a flock ••• You may find
several Indian Towns, of not above 17 Houses, that
have IOOre than 100 Gallons of Pigeons Oil, or Fat;
they using it with Pulse, or Bread, as we do
Butter ••• The Indians take a Light, and go amongst
them in the Night, and bring away sane thousands,
killing them with long Poles, as they roost in the
Trees.
At this time of the Year, the Flocks, as
they pass by, obstruct the Light of the Day
(Lefler 1967:50-51).
Another bil7d identified in the faunal assemblages fran the Wall
and Fredricks sites is the l::x:owhite quail.

This bird was probably an

important source of food and it also provided feathers which could
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have been used for clothing and decoration.

Other birds identified

fran the faunal assemblages include sparrows, killdeer, bluejay,
wocdpecker, and lesser scaup.

Of these only the lesser scaup could be

considered, with any certainty, to have been used for food.

Lesser

scaup is also the only bird identified in the faunal assemblage that
was not mentioned by Lawson.
It is important to note that Lawson stated that "all small game,
such as Turkeys, D..!cks, and small Vennine, they [ the Indians] carmonly
kill with Bow and Arrow, thinking it not worth throwing Pow::ier and
Shot after them" (Lefler 1967:216).
Reptiles.

The box turtle was probably the most important reptile

utilized by the Indians that Lawson encountered.

Box turtle meat was

eaten, and the shell was made into rattles, cups, and dippers (Lefler
1967:138).

Other turtles represented in the faunal assemblages fran

the Wall and Fredricks sites were snappio;J turtle, painted turtle,
musk turtle, and mud turtle.

None of these others was mentioned

specifically by Lawson, but all (with the exception of the musk turtle
that was probably not eaten because of its offensive smell) probably
were utilized in the same manner as the box turtle.
Vertebrae fran a variety of poisonous and nonpoisonous snakes
were identified in the two faunal assemblages.

Lawson mentioned that

"all Indians will not eat them [snakes], tho' sane do", that the skin
of the king snake was used to make girdles and sashes, and that
rattlesnake teeth were used in an instrument for scarifying (Lefler
1967:137,182,223).

He also noted that the coastal Indians avoided

killing snakes "because their Cpinion is, that sane of the Serpents
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Kindred would kill sane of the Savages Relations, that should destroy
him" ( Lefler 1967: 219).
Amphibians.

Amphibians identified in the archaeolcgical

assemblages were the spadefoot toad, and indeterminate frcgs and
toads.

Although Lawson noted the presence of frcgs in North Carolina

and listed them among the "Insects" , he did not mention whether they
were used by the Indians for food or for any other purpose.
Fish.

Lawson listed 20 types of fresh water fish in North

Carolina (Lefler 1967:156).

Of these, two (catfish and suckers) were

identified in the faunal assemblages fran the Wall and Fredricks
sites.

The other two species identified archaeolcgically (gar and

sunfish) were not mentioned by Lawson.
Fishing with hooks, weirs, and with row and arrow (on the coast)
were all described by Lawson (Lefler 1967:218).
Surcmary.

In addition to descriptions of the ways in which

individual species of animals were procured and utilized by the
Indians, Lawson provided sane additional information useful for
interpreting the two faunal assemblages.

He mentioned that the

Indians "boil and roast their Meat extraordinary much, and eat
abundance of Broth" (Lefler 1967: 231).

He also stated that "All the

Indians hereabouts carefully preserve the Bones of the Flesh they eat,
and bum them, as being of the (pinion, that if they anitted that
custan, the game would leave their Country, and they should not be
able to maintain themselves by their Hunting" (Lefler 1967:58).

Both

of these statements provide infonnation that is helpful in evaluating
how accurately the faunal assemblages fran the Wall and Fredricks
sites reflect the original assemblages of bone prcrluced at these sites
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and in interpreting any patterns observed in the surviving
archaological assemblages.
Nearly every species identified in the faunal assemblages from
the Wall and Fredricks sites was mentioned by Lawson.

Although

Lawson's descriptions of the ways in which the Indians utilized these
animals are not consistently detailed, they do provide information
that cannot be obtained fran the archaeological record alone.
The Occaneechi and the Deerskin Trade
There is considerable information about the English-Indian trade
relations in Virginia, startin;;J with the founding of Jamestown in
1607. Likewise, information about the South Carolina deerskin trade,
which began after the founding of Charles Town (Charleston) in 1670,
is available.

Information about the trade relations between the

English and the Indians of the northern North Carolina Piedmont,
however, is scarce.
Although scanty, infonnation about the involvement of the
Occaneechi in the deerskin trade is more canplete than fo~ many other
Piedmont groups.

Until 1670, the Virginia trade was conducted

primarily with those Indians livin_;;J to the east of the Fall Line.
With the settlement of Charles Town, there was increased canpetition
for trade with the Indians, and Virginia began to increase its efforts
.

to expand its trade relations to the south and west.

In the 1670s,

prosperous Virginia planters began to send facto~s into the Indian
territory to trade for deerskins and beaver pelts.

Although the

Cherokee were to becane the most important carmercial contacts for the
Virginians, it is apparent that the Occaneechi, with their powerful
position on an island in the Roarnke River near the trading path also
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played an important role as middlemen in the trade (Alvord and Bidgood
1912:80).
The Cccaneechi maintained a reputation for fierceness and
hostility toward both Europeans and other Indians during the 1670s.
John Lederer visited this group in 1670 but cut short his stay with
them when, on the second day of his visit, the Cccaneechi murdered
six Indians who had traveled fran the mountains to trade with them
(Alvord and Bidgood 1912: 68).

Needham and Arthur stated that the

Cccaneechi were "but a handful of people" who increased their numbers
by reoruiting "vagabonds" and "rcgues" to their fortified island hane
(Alvord and Bidgood 1912: 225).

Although their position on the island

and adjacent to the trading path gave the Occaneechi a unique
advantage in controlling the deerskin trade, this statement indicates
that by 1673, they may have been suffering depopulation as a result of
disease and/or wal!'fare.

In one of their last recorded acts of

hostility, the Occaneechi murdered James Needham in 1674, during his
second voyage fran Virginia to the Appalachians (Alvord and Bidgood
1912:215).
Partly as a result of their daninance of the deerskin trade, the
Occaneechi were attacked and defeated by Nathaniel Bacon's militia in
1676 (Alvord and Bidgood 1912:124).

Reduced in numbers, military

strength, and probably in wealth, they were no longer able to maintain
their powerful position on the Roanoke River island.

Retreating

southward, the Occaneechi established a new village on the Eno River
by about 1680. This is the village visited by John Lawson in 1701.
In the last decades of the 1700s the effects of disease,
warfare, and rum overwhelmed the Cccaneechi and other Piedmont Indian
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groups.

Most of the remaining members of these groups seem to have

moved out of the Piedmont to join either the Catawba in South Carolina
or other fragmented gl'.Oups living around Fort Christana in Virginia.
By 1730, virtually all of the Indians who had fonnerly occupied what
Lawson (Lefler 1967:61) referred to as the "Flower of Carolina" had
either died or been forced to move out of the area.

rnAPI'ER

3:

METHOI:6

Canpa11ison of published analyses of faunal remains fran
archaeolcgical sites is often difficult because the analysts do not
explicitly describe the procedures they used in recovering and
processing the faunal remains discussed in their reports.

Without

inforrrnation about the procedures used by the excavators and/or
analysts, it is not possible to deter.mine with any certainty whether
differences between assemblages derive fran differences in the
behavior of the original site inhabitants or whether they alie the
result of differences in recove:iry procedures, sampling techniques,
post-excavation storage and handling, etc.

In this study, therefore,

an attempt will be made to provide full descriptions of the procedures
involved in the recovery, sampling, and analysis of the faunal remains
fran the Wall and the Fredricks sites.
Excavation and Recovery Techniques
At both the Wall and the Fredricks sites, a grid system of lOxlOfoot units was utilized for horizontal control.

Vertical stratigraphy

consisted of a brown clay loam plowzone fran 0.5 to 0.9 feet thick
overlying a yellow clay subsoil.

At the Wall site, portions of a dark

humic midden, (fran 0.1 to 1.3 feet thick) containing numerous animal
bones was preserved between the plowzone and the subsoil on the
periphery of the village.

Pits, postholes, and other habitation

features were evident as dark stains intruding into the lighter
subsoil.
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Within each lOxlO-foot square, the plowzone soil was removed and
sifted through 1/2-inch screens.

At the Wall site, after the removal

of the plowzone, the midden was removed (with shovels in the first
square excavated and with trowels in each subsequent square) in two
levels.

These levels correspond with a slight change in color between

the upper and lower midden soil.

The soil fran each level in each

square was kept separate and waterscreened through a sluice box
equipped with a sequence of 1/2-inch, 1/4-inch, and 1/16-inch screens.
Upon reaching the top of subsoil, the bottan of each excavation unit
was troweled (to reveal more clearly all intrusive pits and
postholes), photo:;1raphed, and drawn to scale.
Excavation of burials and other features was performed with small
handtools such as trowels, dental probes, and brushes.

Each natural

zone within a feature was removed separately, and all fill fran each
zone was waterscreened as a unit through the sequence of graduated
screens.

Special care was taken with the animal bones to ensure that,

although dried thoroughly before being placed in plastic storage bags,
they not becane cracked and brittle fran excessive exposure to
sunlight.

Ten litre samples of soil fran each zone in each feature

was processed by flotation.

1he bones retrieved through this

procedure were subsequently screened in the laboratory through 1/2inch, 1/4-inch, and 1/16-inch screens to permit canparison of these
bones with the faunal remains recovered through field waterscreening.
Sampling and Analytic Procedures
Only those bones and bone fragments recovered fran undisturbed
contexts were included in the material analyzed fran the Wall and
Fredricks sites.

In other words, bone fran the plowzone was excluded.
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The vast majo~ity of the analyzed faunal remains fran the Wall site
was frau four 10xl0-foot units of undisturbed sheet midden.

Although

several burial pits were excavated at this site in 1983, the fill fran
only one of those pits contained more than a few poorly preserved bone
fragments.

Thereforre, the remains fran the fill of only one burial

pit and four squares of midden made up the sample analyzed fran this
site.

The faunal assemblage frau the Fredricks site was recovered

from the fill of fourteen pits.

Nine of these were burial pits, one

was a fire pit, one a storage pit, and three were pits of
indeterminate function.
not yet been possible.

Classification of the other three pits has
As

yet, no sheet midden has been found at the

Fredricks site.
Identical analytical proceduires were used on the assemblages frau
both sites.

All of the bone recovered in the 1/2-inch and 1/4-inch

screens was analyzed.

There were numerous tiny, unidentifiable

fragments of bone retrieved by the 1/16-inch screen. Because it would
have been a time-consuming and (probably) pointless task to separate
all of these minute fragments fran the fine gravel that was also
recovered in this size screen, only those bones and bone fragments
which appeared to be identifiable were pulled fran the 1/16-inch
washings.

The bones and bone fragments fran each excavated unit

(lOxlO-foot square of midden or feature) and fran each level or zone
within each excavation unit were kept separate during analysis.

Also,

bones fran different sized screens were not canbined durir¥J analysis.
The basic procedures followed in identifying and analyzing the
faunal rremains frau the two sites closely follow those outlined by
Smith (1976): 1) each bone fragment was initially sorted into one of
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three groups - unidentifiable, identifiable only to class, or
identifiable as to skeletal element; and 2) each of these fragments
(whether it was identifiable o:rr not) was examined for evidence of
modification such as burning or cutting.
For those bones that could be identified beyond the level of
class, the side of the body (when applicable) and lX)rtion of the bale
(proximal, distal, or shaft) was noted.

Aftelf that, a taxonanic

identification was made for each of the identifiable bones and bone
fragments.

Sevel?al of the variables that affected whether a f17agment

could be identified beyond family or order were : "(1) the specific
skeletal element in question (i.e., rib versus mandible), (2) the
amount of diagnostic surface present, (3) the ability of the person
identifying the specimen, (4) the size of the canpat'ative collection
being employed, and (5) the degree of mo:rrphological similarity of
species within the taxonanic group" (Smith 1976:281).

To help

minimize problems introduced by vat'iables (3) and (4), a group of 205
bones and bone fragments was sent for identification to Elizabeth
Reitz, at the Zooarchaeological Laboratory, University of Georgia.
This sample consisted of bones that appeared to be identifiable but
for which the type collection at the Research Laboratories lacked
canparative specimens.

The lfesults of Reitz's analysis are not yet

available. The fragments that she examined aJ?e quantified in Tables 1
and 2 of this thesis as unidentified marnnal, bird, fish, etc.
addition to detel11llining the total number of

fragments in each

taxonanic category, all of the fragments in each category were
weighed.

In
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When possible, the age and/or sex of the animal rep1resented by a
pa1rticular fragment was assessed.

In most cases, these

cha:rracteristics could be detet'Illined only fo:rr the iremains of whitetailed deer.

Fo:rr the dee:r;, age was estimated by noting whether or not

the epiphyses of the long bones were closed, and by using
Severinghaus's (1949) criteria of tooth developnent and wea:r;.

Sex of

the deer was determined by using the pelvic gi:rrdle criteria set forth
by Edwa1rds et al. (1982). Attempts to determine age and/or sex of
several othelT species, such as rabbits, squirrels, and l'laccoons, we:rre
less successful than for dee:tr.

'!his problem

resulted , in large

pa11t, fran characteristics of the faunal assemblages themselves.

Many

of the bones, ou portions of bones, that display the characteristics
used to distinguish between animals of diffel'lent ages or sexes simply
were not p1resent in the 1remains being studied.
Information obtained fran the p1rocedu1res discussed above
constitute p!!imary data ott "direct quantification of identified
material" (Wing 1979: 119) •

Seve?Ial facto:r;s can influence how

accu:r;ately this primary data reflect the original faunal sample.

Not

all bones, for example, stand an equal chance of being 1rep1resented in
an a1rchaeological assemblage.

The survival of bone afte1r it has been

discarded is affected, primarily, by two factors: its physical
condition at the time of disposal, and the nature of the environment
in which it was placed.

Whether a bone was burned, boiled, o:tr 1roasted

affects its chemical and physical prope1rties, which, in turn,
influences preservation (Chaplin 1971:15).
of the bone must be considered.

Also, the basic structu1re

Teeth and phalanges a11e stronge!i than
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bones such as ribs and vertebrae, and, thus, are less likely to be
destroyed (Payne 1972:68).
The manner in which a pa1lticular bone was discarded further
affects its survival.

If the bone were buried in a trash pit, for

example, the rate of disintegration would depend on factors such as
the "acidity or alkalinity, degree of aeration, movement of water,
bacterial population, as well as the structure and seasonal properties
of the soil" (Chaplin 1971:16).

If it :rremained on the surface of the

ground, it would be more likely to be exposed to scavengers, damaged
by weather, or stepped on and CJTUshed.
Excavation techniques also affect the number and kinds of bones
eventually available for analysis.

The portion of the site excavated,

sieving techniques utilized, and steps taken to protect the fragile
bone after excavation affect the sample.
For these and other reasons, one can assume that any collection
of archaeolcgical bone will represent only a portion of the faunal
remains originally associated with the site.

Thus, the primary data

obtained probably will not p11'0vide enough information for reliable
interpretations of what the assemblage represents in terms of past
behavior.

For this reason, secondairy data, "which involve

interpretation, extrapolation, or estimations based on primary data"
(Wing 1979:118) are necessary.

Examples of secondcmy data include

calculations of minimum numbers of individuals, and estimations of
useable meat weight.
Chaplin (1971) lists three of the most carmonly named methods for
quantifyin;:J the species represented by a collection of animal bones:
1) the fragments method, 2) the weight method, and 3) the minimum
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number method.

Whe:11eas there are advantages to each method, Chaplin

and many others (e.g., White 1953; Daly 1969; 9nith 1976; Styles 1981;
and Klein and

Cruz-Uribe 1984) prefer the minimum numbers method.

With the fragments method one counts the total number of
identifiable bones and fragments of each species and determines the
ratio of different bones or different species.

The number of

identified specimens (bones or bone fragments) per species is
sanetimes abbreviated as NISP (Payne 1975; Grayson 1979; Klein and
Cruz-Uribe 1984).
simplicity.

One of the advantages of this approach is its

Another advantage lies in the fact that it is very easy

to canbine the results of analyses of assemblages derived fran
different excavation units within a site by adding the NISP values.
In spite of its appealing simplicity, the fragments method also
presents sane prroblems.

It ignores the fact that sane species of

animals have more bones than others.

It also ignores the fact that

while hunters may bring back the entire carcass of a smaller animal,
they are liable to retul?n with only the more useful parts of a larger
one.

This method is also dependent on the false assumption that:
all the individual bones of all the species are
equally affected by chance or deliberate breakage
and will survive equally well the hazatrds of
different methods of ccoking, preservation in the
soil, excavation and transpoJ:rt (Chaplin 1971:64).
Even if this assumption could be made, the way in which the

fragments of bone ought to be counted is ambiguous.

For example,

should pieces of bone that fit tcgether be counted as one bone?

If

so, how much time and effort should one expend in matching all the
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fragments in an assemblage?

How should a canplete skeleton be

counted?
The NISP is little more than a list of lx:)nes of different animals
present in an assemblage.

The number of lx:)nes of a particular species

~epresented in an assemblage does not necessarily indicate what
percent of the diet of the original inhabitants of an archaeol(XJical
site was made up of the meat fl!an that animal, and thus only the
broadest questions alx:)ut subsistence can be answered using NISP.
Finally, the fragments method should not be the only method of
quantification used if the ultimate goal is canparison of the results
with other sites because it is difficult lx:)th to detect and to define
accurately where bias may have been

intrcduced (Chaplin 1971:67).

In another approach, used to aiTive more directly at conclusions
al:out the relative dietary impo:trtance of each species, the analyst
~

weighs the lx:)ne fran each species and then multiplies that weight by a
factor to detennine the arrount of meat represented by each type of
animal.

The weight method shares a number of the drawbacks of the

fragments method, which makes it an unsuitable method for determining
species ratio.

In addition, it has several shortcanings as a method

of estimating meat yields.

Every scrap of lx:)ne must be utilized in

order to arrive at an unbiased approximation of the amount of meat
(Daly 1969:149).

Because much of the lx:)ne analyzed is fragmented,

however, it is nearly impossible to place each scrap into its
appropriate species category.

Further, it is impossible to account

for all of the J:one missing fran the site or not retrieved during
excavation.

Also, the weight of the lx:)ne is affected by whether or
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not it was bU1IT1ed or cha:trred and by the thoroughness with which it was
cleaned and dried af te:tr excavation. ·
Another objection to the weight method is the fact that it l::>egins
with the assumption that theue is a fairly constant relationship
between the weight of an animal and the weight of its bones • Al though
there is a cot't'elation between these two factoJIS, the :trelationship is
variable:
The use of an estimated live weight value produces
accurate meat yield estimates for species that
t1apidly reach a characteristic maximum adult size,
it does,
on
the
othe:tr
hand,
intl"oouce
considerable bias when applied to species that
show Val"iation in live weight between individuals
in the same population (Smith 1975a:100).
White-tailed deer exhibits this variation, and since this species
constitutes one of the most impo:trtant canponents of the diet of
prehistoric Southeaste:trn peoples, the use of this method 'wOuld have a
significant effect on the :tresults of many analyses.
To counte:tract this bias it 'wOuld be necessall"Y to apply a
different live weight value for each age and sex catego:try for each
species analyzed.

Because it is not always possible to identify the

species to which a fragment belongs, let alone the age o:tr sex of the
animal, the weight method is only appropuiate for use with the
:trelatively few canpletely identified fragments.

A final objection to

this technique has been voiced by Daly (1969:149), who states that the
factor used to convert the weight of the bone to absolute meat weight
varies widely with the analyst.

Like the fragnents methoo, the weight

method is likely not to p:troouce data that are canparable between
sites.
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The minimum numbers of individuals (MN!) method avoids many of
the problems that plague the other two methods.

Using the simplest

fomn of this procedure, the minimum numbe~ of animals of each species
is dete111nined by counting the maximum numberr of any particular tone.
When possible, the age, sex, arxl size of the animal is taken into
account to increase the accuracy of this method.

This analytical

prrocedure is superior to the other procedures forr a number of reasons.
The minimum number of animals that the tones could
have cane fran is an indisputable fact. It is,
moreover, a direct measure of the number of
animals involved arxl is an abstraction of the true
number of animals involved only within fixed
limits.
It also involves no assumptions atout
differential preservation of tone which can not be
checked by examination of the specimens or by a
site inspection. It is therefore using verifiable
facts throughout (Chaplin 1971:70).
Grayson (1973:70) notes that the minimum numbers method "prrovides
us with units which are necessarily independent of one another, and
which may therefore be validly used in furtherr statisitical
manipulation."
In spite of its advantages, the minimum numbers method has
seveNal shortcanings.

First, there is morre than one way to derive the

minimum number f igu:re fran an assemblage.

Va.t "iation in the way in

which faunal material frran a site is g110uped, for example, affects the
results of analysis.

If the material is separated into clusters

according to the stratum arxl excavation unit in which it is fourxl, it
will yield the largest estimation of MN!.

If the excavation unit is

ignored, the minimum number decreases, and if neither excavation unit
nor stratigraphy is used in grouping the material, the number will be
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even smaller (Grayson 1973:433).

The canparability of the data

prajuced by the minimt.nn nt.nnbers method is still suspect unless the
analyst explicitly states how he al?rived at his figures.
Despite its popularity, the minimt.nn nt.nnbe~s method shares seveual
of the problems of the other two methods.

All of the bones of the

original animals probably will not be rep~esented in the analyzed
sample, and each bone of each species probably will not be equally
affected by the vcrrious causes of bone loss previously discussed.
Bias will be introduced when prese~ation in one area of the site
differs fliOYl that in another.

Finally, the minimum nt.nnbers method

tends to overestimate the importance of the ~arer species; and, thus,
for greater accuNacy a large sample is required if this method is used
(Payne

1972).

Truree methods were used to quantify the faunal remains fran the
Wall and Fredricks sites.

The NISP method was used because it was

calculated autanatically as the bone fragments were identified.

Also,

the weight of the bone identified for each taxonanic category was
calculated.

Canparison of the relative abundance of each species, as

revealed by the nt.nnber of identified fragments and by the weight of
these fragments, provided infol7Illation useful not only in determining
the possible importance of these animals to the original inhabitants,
but also infomnation about the conditions (such as fragmentation or
preservation) that affected how much of the assemblage could be
identified and to what taxonanic level.

The weights of the identified

bones were not converted to meat weights because of the vast array of
biases introduced by the use of the weight method.
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The minimum numbers of individuals method was relied on most
heavily in interpreting the two faunal assemblages.

In canparring the

assemblages fliOn the Wall and Fredricks sites, MNI was calculated fran
each site as a whole, with neither the excavation unit no~ site
stratigraphy taken into consideration.

Although it yielded the

smallest number of individuals, this method was necessary because of
the different contexts fran which the two assemblages werre recovered.
To follow are discussions of other methods (such as the
calculation of diversity and estimation of usable meat weights) used
in canparrisons of the assemblages fran the two sites, along with a
presentation of the results of the analysis.

CHAPTER 4:

RESULTS OF ANALYSIS

Wall Site
The first excavations at the Wall site were carried out in 1938,
1940, and 1941 (Coe 1952,1964).

Analysis of the faunal remains fran

these excavations was perfol'Illed by Jeanette Runquist (1979).

The

majority of the remains that Runquist examined were recovered fran a
zone of undisturbed midden that was sifted through 1/4-inch mesh
screen.

A sample of the midden f170n each lOxlO-foot square was

waterscreened, as was the fill fran the few burials and features
included in Runquist's sample.

Her total assemblage consisted of

6,000 bones and bone fragments.
The present analysis of the remains fran the 1983-1984
excavations at the Wall site concentrated on the bone fran four lOxlOfoot squares of undisturbed midden located just inside the outemnost
palisade surrounding the village.

Although several burials were

excavated at this site in 1983, the fill of only one contained more
than a few poorly preserved fragments of bone.

The remains fran the

fill of this one burial were also included in the analysis.

As

previously mentioned, all fill fran the midden and the one burial was
waterscreened through a sequence of three sized screens.

A total of

30,257 fragments was examined fran the 1983-1984 excavations at the
Wall site.

This total consists of 6,040 fragments fran the 1/2-inch

screen, 19,688 fragments fran the 1/4-inch screen, and 4,529 fragments
fran the 1/16-inch screen.

Approximately 42% of the collection
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(12,714 fragments) could not be identified.

The majority of these

fuagments seem to be pieces of lon:J bones of large rnamnals (probably
dee~).
A canplete account of the faunal remains recovered in the 19831984 excavations is provided in Table 1. Burial 1 had two zones of
fill containing a total of 1,340 bone fragments. Marrmals represented
in this pit were white-tailed deer, opossum, rabbit, squirrel,
raccoon, and short-tailed shrew.
only bi!lds identified.

TUrkey and passenger pigeon were the

The reptiles identified were box turtle and

snapping turtle,and the amphibians were spadefoot toad and frog.

The

fish identified were catfish and gai?. The only passen:Jer pigeon
remains represented in the 1983-1984 assemblage were recovered in the
fill of this burial.

As there were no other obvious qualitative

differences between the bones recovered fran the burial and those
recovered fran the midden, the assemblage will be treated in the
following discussions as though it were retrieved fran a single
context.

Runquist's findin:JS are also included in this discussion of

the results of analysis in order to provide the most canplete
description possible of the animals originally represented at the Wall
site.

It should be noted that recovelTY and sampling techniques used

with the assemblage analyzed by Runquist (1979) differ fran those
applied to the 1983-1984 assemblage.

(Also, much of the more

fragmented bone fran the 1938-1941 excavation was discarded and thus
was not included in the assemblage examined by Runquist.)
Runquist noted that both fish skeletal elements and amphibian
remains were poorly represented at the Wall site.

She identified only

eight fish bones, representin:J three individuals (Runquist 1979:345).

Table 1.

Animal l?emains flran the Wall Site.

Species

Fl!ag.

% FJTag.

Wt. (g)

% Wt.

MNI

% MNI

Odocoileus viuginianus, Whitetailed ~ r
Didelphis marsupialis, ~ssum

4731

15.64

13287.80

61.34

36

12.72

23

.08

12.55

.06

1

.35

SciuJ:TUs carolinensis, Gl?ay
SquirFel
Sciurus sp.

35

.12

5.18

.02

1

.35

297

.98

16.47

.08

9

3.18

P:r:?ocyon loto:r:, Raccoon

105

.35

51.85

.24

4

1.41

24

.08

.90

.oo

2

• 71

22

.07

.63

.00

2

• 71

12

.04

5.40

.02

2

• 71

1

.oo

21. 70

.10

1

.35

Sylvilagus sp., Cottontail

85

.28

7.70

.04

4

1.41

Castor canadensis, Beaven

1

.00

1.30

.01

1

.35

13

.04

.48

.oo

2

• 71

1

.oo

.11

.oo

1

.35

7660

25.32

4560.75

21.05

Sigmodon hispidus, Hispid Cotton
Rat
Perranyscus leucopus, White-footed
Mouse
Bla:r:?ina bJTevicauda, Shout-tailed
Sh1?ew
Unsus americanus, Black beau

Micl?otus pennsylvanicus, Meadow
Vole
Glaucanys volans, Flying Squi:r.rrel
Unidentified Mamnal

w
I.!)

Table l

Continued.

Species
Meleagrris gallapavo, Wild Turkey

F1::ag.

% Frrag.

Wt. (g)

% Wt.

MNI

% MNI

103

.34

194.25

.90

3

1.06

Ectopistes rnigJ?atorrius,
Passengerr Pigeon
Colinus virginianus, Bobwhite

2

.oo

.10

.oo

l

.35

4

.01

• 30

.00

1

.35

Cyanocitta cJ?istata, Blue jay

4

.01

.27

.oo

1

.35

515

1. 70

128.07

.59

1000

3.30

687.24

3.17

5

l. 77

8

.03

8.50

.04

1

.35

6

.02

13.20

.06

1

.35

2

.oo

0.20

.oo

1

.35

1261

4.17

249.88

1.15

1

.oo

.90

.oo

1

.35

666

2.20

27 .14

.12

1

.00

.10

1

.35

19

.06

.20

.oo
.oo

1

.35

Unidentified Birrd
Tel?rrapene caHolina, Box Tul!tle
Chelydra seJ?pentina, Snapping
Tuntle
Chrysernys picta, Painted Tul!tle
Kinosterrnon subrrublTLllll, Mud
Tul!tle
Unidentified Turtle
Crotalid sp., Poisonous Snake
Unidentified Snake
Scaphiopus holbrcoki,
Spadefoot Toad
Rana catesbeiana, Bullfl?og

,i:,.

0

Table 1 Continued.

Species

Fl!ag.

% Frag.

Wt. (g)

% Wt.

MNI

% MNI

Rana sp., Fl!og

62

.20

3.19

.01

7

2.47

Bufo sp., Toad

23

.08

• 72

.oo

4

1.41

194

.64

2.95

0.01

187

66.08

Catostanus sp., SuckeFs

8

.03

.54

1

.35

Lepisosteus sp., Gal!

8

.03

.34

.oo
.oo

1

.35

646

2.14

10.56

0.05

Sub-Total (Identified to Class)

17543

57.96

19301.47

89.06

Sub-Total (Unidentified)

12714

42.02

2362.17

10.90

Total

30257

99.98

21663.64

99.96

283

99.95

Unidentified Amphibian
Ictalul?l.ls sp., Catfish

Unidentified Fish
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The p~esent findings do not ag~ee with hers in that 856 fish l:x)nes
representing 189 individuals (66.8% of the total number of individuals
forr the assemblage) were identified.
The amphibian remains identified by Runquist accounted for 4.5%
of the individuals in her sample (Runquist 1979:36).

In the present

analysis, 105 amphibian l:x)nes were identified, accounting for a
minimum of 13 individuals (4.6% of the total number of individuals).
In the 1983-1984 analysis, ~ptiles accounted for 16.7% of the
identified l:x)ne.

Runquist's findings were sanewhat similar in that

reptiles represented 13.0% of the identified skeletal elements.
Howeverr, Runquist (1979:60) found that reptiles accounted for 24.0% of
the individuals in her sample, whereas in the 1983-1984 sample,
~eptiles accounted for only 3.2% of the number of individuals
identified.

This discrepancy can be pa:r.:t.ly explained by the

additional numbers of individuals introduced by the canparatively
large numbers of fish elements recovered in the 1983-1984 excavations
through the use of the 1/16-inch screen.

In l:x)th cases, remains of

l:x)x turtle fomned a significant po~tion of the assemblage.

In l:x)th

the 1938-1941 and the 1983-1984 analyses, the l:x)x turtle was second
only to white-tailed deer in percent of fragments identified to
species.

In Runquist's analysis, l:x)x turtle was also second in teuns

of the percent of individuals.

In the 1983-1984 analysis, however,

l:x)x turtle was only the fifth most important animal represented in
temns of percent of individuals, behind catfish, white-tailed deer,
squirrel, and fra;;,.

Snake l:x)nes accounted for 0.2% of the total

number of fragments recovered in 1938-1941, and for 2.2% of the
fragments recovered in 1983-1984.
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With the exception of the wild turkey, birds do not seem to have
been used frequently by the inhabitants of the Wall site.

Eight

individuals (turkeys), representin;:1 almost 3.0% of the total number of
individuals, were identified in Runquist's analysis.

Thl:iee

individuals, representin;:1 1.1% of the total number of individuals,
weue identified in the present analysis.
Fran a count of spu~, Runquist determined that thr ee of the
eight individuals in her assemblage were males, whereas one of the
three individuals in the 1983-1984 sample was male.

In both cases,

the p110portions of males to females are sanewhat higher than one might
expect.

In a study of over 6,000 turkeys harvested over a five-year

period in Virginia, for example, only 18.9% of the turkeys captur ed
were adult males (Gwynn 1964).

The canbined totals fran the two Wall

site samples indicate that four of the eleven individuals identified
are male.

This is a considerably higher percentage (36.4% versus

18.9%) than Gwynn's (1964) studies indicate would occur in the same
general area today.
Other than turkey, birds identified in the 1983-1984 assemblage
fran the Wall site consist of bobwhite quail, bluejay, and passenger
pigeon.

Passenger pigeon is represented by a sin;:1le individual in the

assemblage examined by Runquist and by a single individual in the
1983-1984 assemblage. The bluejay and bobwhite quail also are
represented by a single individual in each of the assemblages.
For the 1938-1941 assemblage fran the Wall site, Runquist
identified approximately 5,000 marrrnal bones.

These f r agments

represented 208 individuals (Runquist 1979:343).

A total of 13,010

bones, representin;:1 a minimt.rrn of 66 marrrnals, was identified in the
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1983-1984 assemblage.

Cannon to toth assemblages were such manmals as

white-tailed dee:t?, raccoon, OJ;X)ssan, squi:inrel, :t7abbit, beaver;, and
beall.

With the exception of the white-tailed dee:t? (MNI 36),

squi:rnrel(MNI 10), :t.'accoon (MNI 4), and r;abbit (MNI 4); none of the
marrmals in the 1983-1984 assemblage accounted fo:t.' more than two
individuals (0.7% of the total nt..nnber; of individuals).

In the 1938-

1941 assemblage, raccoon accounted for 28 individuals (9.0% of the
total).
In the 1983-1984 sample, white-tailed dee:t? canpllised 36
individuals (12.7% of the total nt..nnbe~ of individuals), determined
fl'lan 4,731 fl:!'agrnents.

Because of the small nt..nnbe11 and f:rzagrnentaey

natu:t.'e of the deer mandibles in this assemblage, it was not J;X)ssible
to detemnine the age distr;ibution of all of the deer represented.

Of

the six mandibles that could be aged, using the method described by
Severinghaus (1949), one was app:t7oximately 13-17 months old, one was
app11oximately 2 1/2 yeaus old, one was approximately 5 1/2 year;s old,
and three (two lefts and one right) were appr;oximately 7 1/2 year;s
old.
Additional infomnation atout the ages of deer hunted by the
inhabitants of the Wall site was obtained by examining the epiphyses
of the long tones.

A minimt.nn of six individuals in the J;X)pulation had

open epiphyses (distal femur).

This adds another; five dee~ between

the ages of 2 1/2 and 4 1/2 years (Lewall and Cowan 1963:635).

Using

the criteria of pelvic suture closure (Edwa~s et al. 1982) it was
detemnined that five individuals were less than one year old.

Thus,

33.3% of the deer were less than 1 1/ 2 years old, 46.7% were between 1
1/2 and 5 1/2 year;s old, and 20% werre appr oximately 7 1/2 years old.
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This sample of 15 individuals is clearly too small to provide an
accurate indication of the age distribution of the exploited
population.
The sample studied by Runquist included 145 individuals (46.0% of
the total), 144 of which could be aged.

Of these indivuals, 17% were

fawns, 63% were between 1 1/2 and 7 1/2 years old, and 20% werre 7 1/2
years old or older (Runquist 1979:229).
One method of detemnining the sex ratio of the deer represented
by a faunal assemblage is through an examination of frontal bones for
the presence of antleuS, antler pedicles, or the denser bone that
distinguishes males fran females.

This method was not useful for the

1983-1984 assemblage f~an the Wall site because ve'fI'j few deer skull
fragments were recovered, and because the few antler fragments that
were recovered were veJ:Iy small.

However, it was possible to utilize a

technique developed by Edwa11ds et al. (1982) which uses
characteristics of the pelvic giNdle to distinguish male f:rran female
deer.

For deer in which the sutures between the ilium, ischium, and

pubis are fully ossified (deer one year old or older), the shape and
position of the ilio-pectilineal eminence are different in males and
females.

Fourteen right and thi:Jrt.een left innaninate bones canplete

enough to display the ilio-pectilineal eminence were recovered in the
1983-1984 assemblage.

Of these, five right and fouF left represented

individuals below the age of one year and thus could not be used.
one left and one right innaninate bone the characteristics of the
ilio-pectilineal eminence were neither clearly male nor clearly
female.

Finally, however, it was possible to detell'ITline that five

On
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right and five left innaninates 11ep11esented males, and that three left
and tJuree 11ight rep11esented females.
An attempt was made to detemnine the ages of individuals of
seve11al species other than deer that were represented in the
assemblage.

Marks and Erickson (1966) developed

criteria for

dete:mnining ages of black bear based on skull moliphology, canine
cementum layers, tooth 11eplacement and wear, epiphyseal suture
closure, and baculum g1mwth and matu1,ation.

As

the only element

identified as black bear in the Wall site assemblage was a single
fragment of thoracic vertebra, it was not possible to dete:mnine the
age of this individual.

Although the age of 11accoons can be

detemnined usinJ tooth wear crite11ia (G11au et al. 1970), this
technique could not be applied successfully to the 1983-1984 faunal
11emains because no intact raccoon mandibles with enough teeth to
pe:mnit aging were ptleserved in the assemblage.

Age detemnination in

fox and gray squir11els and in cottontail rabbits is based upon
c11ite11ia of epiphyseal closure.

'Ihe distal radius and ulna were

utilized by Carson (1961) to develop age classes for squillllels.

Of

the 332 fragments identified as squirrel, only one was a distal radius
and no distal ulnae were p11ese1tVed.

The epiphysis of the single

distal radius was closed and thus indicated the presence of an
indivdual at least 33 weeks old (Carson 1961:91).

Hale's (1949)

technique for aging cottontail rabbits is based on the degree of
epiphyseal closure in the hume:trUs.

Four individuals fran the present

sample were represented by distal humeri, the epiphyses of which were
all closed,

indicating that these individuals we11e at least nine

months old (Hale 1949:222).
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No butchering marks were obse:rrved on any of the bones identified
fran the 1983-1984 Wall site assemblage.

Guilday et al.(1962:64)

indicate that it is possible to butcher an animal without leaving any
marks on the bones, and that the probability that a bone will be cut
in sane way is greater if the pellson butcher ing the animal is
unskilled, caueless, or in a humry.

The absence of butchering mal!ks

on bones in the Wall site assemblage, thus, may indicate that the
animals r epresented by the assemblage were dismembeued by skillful and
unhurried butchers.

Although the majority of the bone f~an the Wall

site was well p~ese:r?Ved, the outer surface of most of the bones was
sanewhat eroded.

It is possible, therefore, that if the original

butchering malTks did not leave deeply cut mat"ks, these marks could
have becane wo~n away with the passage of time.
The only bone t(X)ls found in the 1983-1984 assemblage were one
deer metatarsal beamer, one canplete turkey tarsanetatarsus awl, and
fragments of three more awls.

Three small pieces of worked antler and

one cut bird bone (that might have ben a bead) were also found.
In sum, analysis of the faunal remains fran the 1983-1984
excavations at the Wall site identified a total of 283 individuals
representing 27 species. Twelve of these species were manmals, four
were bi~ds, five were reptiles, three wer e amphibians, and three were
fish.

The five most abundant species in this assemblage (in terms of

percent of MNI) were catfish (66.08%), deer (12.72%), squirrel
(3.53%), frcg (2.82%), and box tu:rtle (1.77%).
Fredricks Site: Overall Assemblage
The faunal remains fran the Fredricks site were recovered f~an
the fill of nine bur ials and five features.

A total of 16,393
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fragments. fran this site was examined.

'Ihis total consists of 3,428

fragments f~an the 1/2-inch screen, 11,494 fragments fran the 1/4-inch
screen, and 1,469 fragments fran the 1/16-inch screen.

A total of 138

individuals representing 31 species was identified.
A full listirq of the faunal :iremains fran the Fredricks site is
provided in Table 2.

A brief discussion of the results of analysis of

the site as a whole is provided below.

A more detailed treatment is

provided in the next section of this chapter with the discussion of
the features and burials fran which the faunal remains were recovered.
A total of 727 fragments frran the assemblage were identified as
fish.

These fragments represented a miniml.llll of 72 individuals (52.2%

of the total nl.llllber of individuals).

The vast majority of these were

catfish, the most abundant species (in te:rzms of MNI) in the asemblage.
Other fish identified were sunfish, sucker, and gaF.
Amphibians accounted for 8 individuals (5.8% of the total),
represented by 92 fragments.

The only amphibians identified were

spadefoot toad, frog, and toad.
Reptiles were represented by 17 individuals (12.3% of the total)
dete:rzmined f11Crn 2,397 fragments.

Most of the fragments identified as

reptiles were small fragments of turtle carapace.

Box turtle

accounted for 10 of the individuals (7.2% of the total) and was the
second most abundant species in te:rzms of MNI.

A fairly large nl.llllber

(228 fragments) of snake bones was recovered, but many of these were
ribs or fragmented vertebrae and could not be identified as to
species.
1\.lrkey and passenger pigeon were the most abundant bird species
identified.

Passenger pigeon accounted for six

individuals (4.40% of

Table 2.

Animal tremains f :tran the FI?echdcks Site.

Wt. (g)

% Wt.

MNI

% MNI

6.88

4211. 94

44.14

9

6.52

1

.01

.30

.oo

1

.72

8

.05

3.01

.03

2

1.45

3

.02

1. 70

.02

1

• 72

Sciurrus sp.

82

.50

4.58

.05

2

1.45

Prrocyon lotol! , Raccoon

22

.13

11.04

.12

1

• 72

1

.01

• 70

.01

1

• 72

11

.07

.22

2

1.45

29

.18

.29

2

1.45

1

.01

.01

.oo
.oo
.oo

1

• 72

10

.06

90.60

.95

1

• 72

Eguus caballus, Hor?se

1

.01

22.70

.24

1

• 72

Sus scrofa, Pig

1

.01

24 .50

.26

1

• 72

3539

21.59

2354.20

24.67

148

.90

221.81

2.32

Species

Ftrag.

Odocoileus virrginianus, Whitetailed ~ r
Didelphis rna1Isupialis, C{)ossum

1128

Sciul?Us carolinensis, G~ay
Squir rel
Sciurus nige-r-, Fox Squirrel

Mephitis mephitis, Str iped Skunk
Sigmojon hispidus, Hispid Cotton
Rat
Per?anyscus leucopus, White-footed
M;:>use
Blauina br evicauda, Shorrt-tailed
ShITew
Ul!SUS amerricanus, Black beal!

Unidentified Manmal
MeleagITis gallapavo, Wild 1\n?key

% FI?ag.

~

I.D

4

2.90

Table 2 Continued.

Species

Fl!ag.

% FI!'ag.

Wt.

(g)

% Wt.

MNI

% MNI

Ecto2istes rnig~atorius,
PassengeF Pigeon
ChaFadriidae, Plovers

47

• 29

18.76

.20

6

4.35

1

.01

.10

1

• 72

Frringillidae, SpaFI!'OWS

7

.04

.15

2

1.45

Colinus viFginianus, ·Bobwhite

3

.02

.11

1

• 72

Centurus carolinus, Red-bellied
vk>odpecker
Aytha affinis, Lesser Seaup

1

.01

.02

.oo
.oo
.oo
.oo

1

.72

7

.04

2.50

.03

1

• 72

376

2.29

74.36

.78

1065

6.50

1013. 73

10.62

10

7.25

2

.01

18.90

.20

1

• 72

3

.02

8.00

.08

1

• 72

3

.02

.60

.01

1

.72

6

.04

.63

.01

3

2.17

1090

6.65

244. 38

2.56

2

.01

1.56

.02

1

• 72

226

1.38

10.05

.10

Unidentified Bird
Terrai;>ene carolina, Box TUntle
Chelyd1Ta serpentina, Snapping
Turtle
Chrysemys 2icta, Painted TUFtle
Sternothaerus cx:lerzatus, Musk
Turtle
Kinosternon sub1TUbrurn, Mud
TU!!tle
Unidentified Turtle
Crzotalid sp. , Poisonous Snake
Unidentified Snake

l1l
0

Table 2 Continued.

Species

Scaphiopus holbr?ooki,
Spadefoot Toad
Rana sp • , Frog

Fl!ag.

% Fl!ag.

Wt.(g)

% Wt.

MNI

% MNI

31

.19

.63

.01

3

2.17

60

.37

2.92

.03

4

2.90

1

.01

.80

.01

1

.72

Ictalul'.!lls sp., Catfish

71

.43

1. 71

.02

69

50.00

Catostanus sp., SuckeFs

57

.35

1.36

.01

1

• 72

Lepisosteus sp., Garr

48

.29

1.56

.01

1

.72

Lepanis sp., Sunfish

4

.02

.30

.oo

1

.72

547

3.43

12.48

.13

Sub-Total (Identified to Class)

8643

52.76

8363.21

87.64

Sub-Total (Unidentified)

7750

47.28

1178.30

12.35

16393

100.04

9541. 51

99.99

138

99.91

Bufo sp. , Toad
Unidentified Amphibian

Unidentified Fish

Total

u,

.....
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the total), identified fran 47 fragments.

Turkey was represented by

148 fragments, accounting for four individuals (2.9% of the total).
Based on the presence of spurs, three of the four individuals were
males.

Other birds identified were bobwhite quail, red-bellied

wocxjpecker, lesser scaup, and members of the Charadriidae (plover) and
Fringillidae (sparrow) families.
Approximately 56% of the identified bone fragments fran the
Fredricks site were fl7CTll manmals.

With the exception of the white-

tailed dee11 (MNI 9) and squinTel (MNI 5), none of the mamnalian
species identified was ~epuesented by more than two individuals.

The

pNesence of European intuoduced species in the assemblage is indicated
by a single pig bone (femur fragment) and a single horse molar.
The presence of a miniml.ll11 of nine
dete:r.rrnined fran 1,128 fragnents.

deer (6.5% of the total) was

There were four deer mandibles in

the assemblage that were canplete enough to be aged using the
technique based on tooth develo:pnent and weaE described by
Severinghaus (1949).

Of these four, one was approximately 4 1/2 years

old, one 5 1/2 years old, one 7 1/2 years old, and one 8 1/2-9 1/2
years old.

Through an examination of the epiphyses of the long bones

of the deer, it was determined that two individuals had unfused distal
femorra and could thus be aged at between 2 1/2 and 4 1/2 years (Lewall
and Cowan 1963:635).

A sample of six individuals is too small to

pe:r.rrnit conclusions about possible exploitation strategies employed by
the inhabitants of the Frredricks site.

Of the deer which could be

aged, however, 50.0% were between 2 1/2 and 4 1/2 years old, 16.7%
were approximately 5 1/2 yea1Ts old, 16.7% were approximately 7 1/2
years old and 16.7% were approximately 8 1/2-9 1/2 yea11s old.
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Theue weue no innaninate bones prese11Ved in the Flredricks site
assemblage upon which Edward's (1982) cuiteria fou sex dete:rzmination
could be applied.

Two of the deer frontal fuagments recoveued at this

site weue faiuly delicate and did not possess antleus.
fuontal piece did have an antler attached.

One other

These fragments indicate

the puesence of at least one male and possibly two females.
Of the ten fragments identified as black beau, only one (a
proximal metacaupal) could be utilized with the methods described by
Marks and Erickson (1966) fou detemnining age.

This single bone

indicated an individual between the ages of one and two years (Marks
and Erickson 1966:404).
The technique proposed by Grau et al. (1970) for dete:rzmining the
age of uaccoons could not be applied to the faunal assemblage f uan the
Fredricks site.

This technique is based on an analysis of wear on the

lower teeth of the raccoon.

No mandibles with adequately preserved

dentition were recoveued.
Although 93 bones and bone fragments were identified as squirrel,
none of these were distal radii or distal ulnae.

Because of the lack

of these elements, it was not possible to use carson's (1961)
technique for dete2rn1ining age of gray and fox squi:rnrels.
Cut marks were observed on a total of twenty of the deer bones in
the assemblage.

The neck portion of one scapula exhibited several

transveuse cut marks, as did the distal epiphyses of four humeuii.
The proximal epiphyses of one tibia and two radii all exhibited
several cut marks.

One pubis fragment exhibited what appears to be a

cut made by an axe and two ilium fragments exhibited cut marks.

Ttmee

rib fragments, one cervical vertebra, ttmee lumbar velTtebrae, and one
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astragalus also had cut mal'!ks.

The cut ma.irk on one of the 1tib

fragments may have been inflicted with an axe.

1hese fragments

represent 1.8% of the deer bones rrecovered at the Fredricks site.
Because this is such a small pel'lcentage, it is difficult to
t'econs~ct the butchering process utilized by the original
inhabitants of the Fred11icks site.
Procedures for skinning and butchering deer used at several
prehisto1'lic sites in the east have been described in detail by Guilday
et al. (1962).

The first step in the procedure was to skin the

animal, sanetimes skinning only down to the dewclaws and at othev
times skinning down to the toes and vemoving the hooves with the skin.
Skinning would then continue overr the head.

If any cut marks were to

be obseltVed as a result of the skinning, they would be located on the
shafts of the metacalTpals and metatarrsals or at the metaca1rpal- and
metata11sal-phalangeal joints.

If the animal being skinned was male,

cut marks might also be present ariOund the antler pedicles.

In the

process of dismembering the carcass, the pelvis would be split,
leaving marks on the pubic symphysis; and the hind legs would be
separated fran the spinal column, producing severral cuts on the saclil.Iffi
and innaninate.

The hind legs wel'le not dismembered at the knee,

although the forelimbs were disarticulated at the shoulder, the elbow,
and probably the wr-ist.

Cut marks would thus be p:imduced on the neck

of the scapula, on the distal end of the humerus, and on the proximal
ends of the rradius and ulna.

Before the carcass was cut into loin,

rib cage, and head/neck portions, it would be split down the middle,
splitting the ste1tnum; and the diaphllagm would be cut away, possibly
leaving cut marks on thoracic vertebvae.

To remove the brains, the
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skull was either simply chopped into
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split into tv.D halves. After

the caircass was dismembered, the lon;i bones weire smashed to make the
ma1:r1Tow more accessible.
The cut ma1:rks obsel'lVed on the proximal tibia fran the Frlediricks
site indicate that the deeir utilized at this site may have been
disrnembei;ed at the knee in addition to the elbow.

All otheir cut ma1:rks

observed are consistent with the skinnin;i and butchering puoceduires
described above.

Thus, in spite of theiir probable participation in

the dee1rskin trade, it appears that the inhabitants of the Fred1Ticks
site were utilizing the skinning and butchering puactices that had
been used by other eastern Indian g1:10ups p1Tehistorically.
Fragments of three tone knife handles and a highly polished,
tapered splinter of tone that might have been a needle were the only
worked tone found at the Fred11'icks site • All four had been
manufactured flTCin marrmal tones but it was not possible to detemnine
which species had been utilized.
Fuedricks Site: Feature Fill
The pit of Buitial 1 was 3.55 feet long, 2.55 feet wide, and 2.35
feet deep and contained the remains of fouir or five yeair old subadult.
This burial was accanpanied by numerous European artifacts.

There

weire thlTee zones of fill in this pit, containing a total of 3,169 bone
fragments, 504 of which could be identified to species.

The. majority

of the bones (89.2%) were 1ret11ieved fran the top zone of fill, which
was a dark brown organically rich soil.

The rnarrmals identified were

white-tailed deer, opossum, g11ay squir1rel, squirrel sp., and raccoon.
Birds consisted of turkey, passenger pigeon, bobwhite quail, redbellied wcxxipeckeu, and a single fragment belonging to the family
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Charadrriidae (plovers).

The reptiles and amphibians identified were

frCXJ, box turtle, and musk turtle.

The fouu types of fish identified

fran this pit weve catfish, sucker, sunfish, and gar.
The pit of Burial 2 was 3.10 feet long, 2.60 feet wide, and 2.10
feet deep.

This pit contained the remains of a subadult who was seven

to eight years old at the time of death, along with several European
and aboriginal ~tifacts.

There we~e only two zones of fill in this

pit, and the top zone, a d~k brown humus, contained 84.5% of the bone
fragments.

The fill of Burial 2 contained only 129 animal bone

fragments, 30 of which were identified to species.

Deer, squirrel,

and racc(X)n were the only marrmals identified, and the only birds
identified were tW?key and passenger pigeon.

Box turtle was the only

identifiable reptile, there were no amphibian remains, and there was
only one fish bone (catfish).
Burial 3, whose pit was 4.40 feet long, 3.20 feet wide, and 3.0
feet deep, contained the remains of a 30-35 ye~ old male accanpanied
by many European ~tifacts.

The three zones of fill in this pit

contained 5,008 fragments of bone, 873 of which could be identified to
species.

Of the total number of animal bone fragments recovered fran

the site, 30.5% were recovered fran the fill of Burial 3.

Although a

few unidentifiable fragments were located in the two lower zones of
fill, 99.4% were in the top zone of d~k brown humus.

Identified

marnnals consisted of black bear, white-tailed deer, gray squirrel,
uaccoon, skunk, and cotton rat.

A single fragment was identified as

danestic pig.

The birds identified were turkey, passenger pigeon, and

lesser scaup.

Reptiles and amphibians were canprised of box turtle,

snapping turtle, painted turtle, musk turtle, mud turtle, Crotalidae
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(poisonous snake), and f~cg.

Fish identified were catfish, gar, and

sucker.
Feature 1 was 3.90 feet long, 2.90 feet wide, and 2.80 feet deep.
Although no human remains were recovered fran this pit, its size,
rectangular shape, and alignment with the other burial pits suggest
that it was indeed a burial pit, possibly that of a newborn infant
whose bones had canpletely decanposed.
associations.

There were no artifact

The pit had two zones of fill, the uppermost of which

contained 95.6% of the 1,539 animal bone f~agments.
fragments could be identified to species.

Of these, 257

The mamnals represented

were white-tailed deer, squirrel, raccoon, and cotton ~at.
bil:7ds represented were turkey and passenger pigeon.

The only

Remains of box

turtle, mud turtle, poisonous snake, frcg, catfish, sucker, and gar
were also recovered.
Feature 2/Burial 4 was 3.15 feet long, 2.20 feet wide and 2.11
feet deep and contained the remains of a 20-25 year old male.

This

burial was unique among those excavated at the Flredricks site in that
the human skeletal remains had been disalfticulated and placed in a
bundle prior to intemnent.
found in association.

Aboriginal and European artifacts were

Five zones of fill were identified in this

burial pit and a total of 982 bone f~agments (155 of which could be
identified) was recovered.

The first zone, a dark brown soil with

charcoal fragments, contained 65.6% of the bone in this pit.

The

second zone, a mottled orange clay, contained 24.1% of the bone, and
the rest of the fragments were distributed among the lower three zones
of fill.

White-tailed deer, r accoon, white-footed deer mouse, turkey,

passenger pigeon, and box turtle were identified.
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Feature 3/Burial 5 was 5.02 feet long, 2.82 feet wide, and 2.10
feet deep.

This pit contained the remains of an adult male who was at

least 45 years old at the time of death.

Associated with this burial

we:tre both Eu1mpean and abol'liginal airtifacts.

Of the 2,375 bone

fl'lagments in the fill of this pit, 457 were identified.
three zones of fill.

There were

The uppel'llllost zone (an ashy gray soil) contained

37.5% of the bone, the middle zone (a da1Tk o:i:rganically rich soil)
contained 45.3%, and the third zone (mottled orange clay) contained
17.2% •

The rnamnals represented in the fill were white-tailed deer,

gt1ay squilnlel, fox squi1nrel, squirrel sp., 11accoon, cotton l:lat, meadow
vole, white-footed deer mouse, short-tailed shrew, and black bear.
Turkey and passenger pigeon were the only birds present; whereas toad,
f:trcg, box turtle, and mud turtle made up the reptiles and amphibians.
Fish identified were catfish and gar.
Feature 4/Burial 6 was 5.60 feet long, 3.95 feet wide, and 2.25
feet deep.

The pit contained the l?emains of an adult male,

approximately 25-30 years old at death.
both European and aboriginal manufacture.

Associated a11'tifacts were of
Five zones of fill in

Feature 4/Bu:trial 6 contained a total of 301 bone fragments.
of these fragments could be identified.

Only 23

In the other bmtial pits, the

majority of the animal bone was located in an uppemnost zone of dark
organic soil.

In Feature 4/Buuial 6, however, 65.4%, of the bone

fragments were fran two deeper zones of mottled orange clay, and 23.6%
we:ire f:rran two zones of b1mwn loam mottled with orange clay.

In this

pit, only 11.0% of the bone was retrieved fran the uppel?Illost zone of
darrk organic soil.

All of the bone fragments which could be

identified fl'lan this pit were white-tailed deer.
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Featui:re 5/Burial 7 was 3.35 feet long, 2.30 feet wide, and 1.35
feet deep.

The pit contained the poo:irly pi:resewed remains of a

subadult who was 1-2 yeal:is old at the time of death.

Included with

the skeletal remains we11e ove!l 20 cast brass bells.

No animal bone

fi:ragments wei:re found in the fill of this pit.
Featui:re 6/Burial 8 was 3.95 feet long, 2.45 feet wide and 2.49
feet deep and contained the :iremains of a subadult, 4-5 yeai:rs old.
Abo11iginal and Eul:iOpean a1rtifacts wei:re found in association.
zones of fill were distinguished in this pit.

Nine

These zones contained a

total of 683 bone fuagrnents, 110 of which were identifiable to
species.

The first zone, a brown loam with numel:iOus small pebbles,

contained 39.8% of the bone fi:ragrnents.

The third zone, b:irown loam,

contained 37.2%, Zone 5 contained 10.5%, and the i:rest (12.5%) was
fairly evenly dist1ributed among the othell six zones of fill.

Animals

i:repi:resented were white-tailed deer, squir:irel, raccoon, white-footed
dee:ir mouse, passengei:r pigeon, box turtle, snapping tulltle, and painted
turtle.
Featui:re 7/Burial 9 was 5.10 feet long, 3.51 feet wide, and 2.30
feet deep.

The pit contained the remains of a 40-45 yea11 old adult of

undetermined sex.

lhe left fibula of this adult contained a single,

flattened piece of lead shot.

The:ire were foui:r zones of fill in this

pit, containing 217 fl'lagrnents of animal bone.

Only 15 of these

fi:ragments wei:re identifiable, and all were white-tailed deel'l.

The

deepest zone of fill, a mottled orange clay with bi:rown loam, contained
65.9% of the bone, and the i:rest (34.1%) was distributed between the
second (b:irown loam with pebbles) and third (g17ayish bi:rown loam) zones
of fill.
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Feature 9 was 5.0 feet long, 4.70 feet wide, and 2.85 feet deep.
It has been inte:i:rpreted as a fi~e pit associated with St:rructure 1,
p~obably the remains of a sweat house.

The bottan of this pit was

lined with cha~~ed bark, and clusters of charred maize ke1:.mels were
found lying within the char1ted remains of woven containers, probably
baskets.

Along with the maize kernels, one of these clusters

contained the charred f(X)t bones of an unidentified marnnal.

The bones

of this animal accounted for 57.5% of the total number of fragments
(134) in the pit.

The uppe1ITnOst zone of fill in this pit (a dark

yellowish-brown sandy ash) contained 26.1% of the bone fragments, the
center zone (a canbination of fill similar to that in Zone 1 mixed
with orange clay) contained 6.7%, and the deepest zone (charcoal,
reddish clay, and ash), which contained the charred maize, accounted
for 67.2% of the bone.

All of the bone fragments in this third zone

of fill were charred.

In addition to a single horse molar, there was

white-tailed deer, racc(X)n, and bear.
Feature 10 was a trash-filled storage pit, 2.60 feet long, 2.30
feet wide, and 3.10 feet deep.

There were two zones of fill.

The

uppemnost zone was a dark brown loam, which contained 96.3% of the 722
animal bone f~agments.

Of these fragments, 134 could be identified as

white-tailed deer, squirrel, turkey, and box turtle.
Feature 11 was 3.0 feet long, 2.40 feet wide, and 1.53 feet deep.
It contained 13 identifiable bones (fran a total of 94 fragments), all
of which were identified as white-tailed deer.

There was only one

zone of fill in this feature.
Feature 12 was an oval pit, 3.40 feet long, 3.20 feet wide, and
1.14 feet deep.

There were two zones of fill containing 282 bone
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fuagrnents.

The upper zone, a daNk ueddish-brown soil, contained 54.2%

of the bone, and the lower, a brown sandy loam mottled with orange
clay, contained 45.7%.

The 75 identifiable bones were canprised of

white-tailed deer, squi:rrel, white-footed deer mouse, black bear, and
box turtle.
Featul1'e 13 was a roughly circula12' pit, 2.80 feet long, 2.40 feet
wide, and 1.47 feet deep.

There weNe two zones of fill.

An uppermost

shallow zone of mottled yellow clay, which contained almost no bone,
int!?Uded into a thicker zone of dark brown, highly o:i:;ganic soil, which
contained 98.1% of the bone.
identifiable.

Of the 755 bone f:iragrnents, 209 were

Animals represented were white-tailed deer, fox

squir~el, squiNrel sp., raccoon, beall, turkey, passenger pigeon,
spamrow, box turtle, and flicg.
In sunmary, of the total of 16,393 bone f:iragrnents recovered

flian

the Fredl1'icks site, 14,403 we~e l?ecovered fran the fill of bu~ial
pits.

This gl?oup represents 87.9% of the bone fran the entire site.
The burials flian the Fl?ed~icks site were neatly laid out in a NW-

SE dil?ection, suggesting a planned cemetery.

The European artifacts

found in association with the burials, such as knives, scissolis, and
spoons, have all been dated to a relatively short time pericd in the
late 1600s to very eaNly 1700s.

These two facts suggest that the

burials represent a fairly short span of activity.
The four burial pits most similal1' in tel7ms of fill were Burial 1,
Burial 2, Burial 3, and Feature 1.

In all of these pits, the vast

majority of the animal bone was recovered f~an the uppemnost zone of
fill, a dark, Ol?Qanically rich soil.

The bone fuan these pits was

well-preserved and each pit contained most of the 31 species
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identified in the overall assemblage.

The four pits were also verry

closely aligned in temns of spatial arrangement.
Feature 2/Burial 4 is sanewhat similar to these four pits in that
the majority of the bone fragments were recovered fran an upper zone
of dalik organic fill.

'

Only 65.6% of the bone fran this pit was

recovered fran this zone, however, as opposed to the 84.5-99.4% for
the same zone in the other aforementioned pits.
Featu~e 3/Burial 5 likewise could be guouped with the burial pits
mentioned above.

Although the majority of the bone was rrecovered fran

two uather than one zone of fill, both of these zones consisted of a
dark 01rganic soil filling the upper portion of the pit.

Also, the

species identified in Feature 3/Burial 5 were almost identical to
those identified in Feature 1.
Feature 7/Burial 9 and Feature 4/Burial 6 were very similar to
one another and quite different fran the other pits.

In addition to

being in adjacent positions, the tv.10 pits are similar in that the only
identifiable remains recovered in either is white-tailed deer.

The

rremaindeF of the bone frragments were t(X) p(X)rrly preserved to identify.
In both pits, approximately 65% of the bone was recover ed in a deep
zone of mottled orange clay.

It is likely that the acidic nature of

this clay is responsible for the p(X)r preservation of the bone.

Zones

of brown loam or ht.nnus were identified in each of these pits, but
unlike Burials 1-3 and Feature 1, these zones contained very few
animal bones.
Feature 6/Burial 8 was unique in that the faunal iremains were
recovered in zones of brown loamy soil that were separated fran one
anotherr by zones of orange and brown mottled clay.

No single zone
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contained the vast majo:rrity of bone.
this pit was not as

The p!l'eservation of the bone in

gocd as in the othe:rr bu:rrial pits.

Finally, Feature 5/Bu:rrial 7 was unique in that it was the only
burial pit f:rran which no faunal remains were recovered.

This pit was

also mo:rre shallow (by 0.75 foot) than any of the othe:rr pits and lacked
an upper zone of da:rrk o:rrganic soil (which may have been plowed away).
La:t?Qe quantities of plant :rremains have also been identified f:rran
the fill of these burial pits (Gremillion 1985).

It has been

suggested (Warrd 1983) that the focd l!'emains, both plant and animal,
contained in the fill of these bu:rrials represent the refuse f:rran
l?itual feastin;:J and/o:rr cleanin;:J of the houses in which the deceased
had lived.

CHAPTER 5: COMPARISON OF THE 1ID ASSEMBLAGES
Ptrese:t?Vation
Before a discussion of the use of faunal resources by the
inhabitants of the two sites can be attempted, the state of
p11eservation of the two faunal assemblages should be evaluated.

As

noted earlier, the contexts fl?Otl which the bones we~e retrieved at the
two sites we:i:re dissimila:rr.

The rnajmrity of the tones frran the

Frredricks site we:i:re recovered fran burial pit fill, whereas the
majority of those fran the Wall site were 11ecove11ed fran deposits of
sheet midden.

It has been suggested that "small fragments just would

not survive" in a midden deposit (Runquist 1979:342) and that bones .
deposited in pits are less likely to be stepped on, exposed to
scavengers, or damaged by weather than are bones which are not placed
in pits (Chaplin 1971:16; Waselkov 1977:84).
At the Wall site, 19.96% of the tone was retrieved fran 1/2-inch
screen, 65.07% fran 1/4-inch sc11een, and 14.97% fran 1/16-inch screen.
At the Frredricks site, 20.91% was recovered fran 1/2-inch screen,
70.12% fi:an 1/4-inch screen, and 8.96% fran 1/16-inch screen.
Obviously, mo11e small tone fragments were prrese:t?Ved in the midden
deposits f:i:ran the Wall site than in the pitfill at the Fredricks site.
It should be noted that only those tones and tone fragments that
appeared to be identifiable were pulled f:i:ran the mate11ial recovered in
the 1/16-inch screen.

Thus, the percentage of small, identifiable
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fragments is actually highel:1' in the Wall site assemblage than in the
Fl:redJ:?icks site assemblage.
At both sites, much of the bone 1:?ecove:ired in the 1/2-inch scJ:?een
consisted of identifiable fJ:?agments of bones of la:t:?gel? animals and
canplete, 01:? neaJ:?ly canplete bones fl!'an mediLnn-sized animals.
Identifiable bone fJ:?an the 1/16-inch screen belon<Jed, for the most
pa~t, to smaller species, such as fish and amphibians.

The vast

majority of the bone 1:?ecovered in the 1/4-inch screen, however,
consisted of fragments of bone that were too small and/01:? too
fragmented to be identified.

The fact that a higheJ:? percentage of the

bone examined was recovered in the 1/4-inch screen at the FJ:?edricks
site than at the Wall site may be 1:?eflected in the fact that the
perrcentage of bone fragments that could not be identified was higheJ:?
fol? the FlfedJ:?icks site assemblage (47.28%) than it was fol? the Wall
site assemblage (42.02).
Anothelf way in which the condition of the bones fran the two
sites can be evaluated is by canparing the extent of fJ:?agmentation of
the bones in the two assemblages.

Extent of fJ:?agmentation can be

detel!Tnined flTan the number of fragments of deer bones pt:esent per
individual identified (Runquist 1979:172).

At the Wall site, a

minirnllltl of 36 individuals and 4,731 fragments were identified as
white-tailed deeJ:?, which yields a ratio of 131.42 fragments peE
individual.

For the Fredricks site, nine individuals and 1,128

fragments were identified as white-tailed deer, which yields a ratio
of 125.33 fragments pet: individual.

Thus it seems that, at least for

the white-tailed deer, the bones in the Fredricks site assemblage ar e
only slightly less f J:?agmented than those in the Wall site assemblage.
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As

noted earlier, the faunal remains fran the Fredricks site may

~epresent refuse cleaned fran house floo~s, which would make the
o~iginal contexts of the analyzed bone fran both sites quite similal!.
Therefore, the slight difference in the ratios suggests to sane extent
that la:t?ge bones deposited in pits may not be subjected to quite as
much fragmentation as those deposited in sheet midden.
It should be noted that 30.7% of the bone fran the Fredricks site
was burned whereas only 8.9% of that fran the Wall site was burned.
This suggests the possibility that the deposits fran which the
Fredricks site assemblage were derived represent a limited range of
activities such as cleaning house floors or heal!ths.

A higher

percentage of activities that did not produce burned bone may be
represented by the Wall site assemblage.
Table 3 shows the percentage of deer skeletal elements
represented in the Wall and Fredricks site asemblages.

With the

exception of five elements (innaninate, atlas, axis, ce?:Vical 3-7
vertebrae, sacrum, and patella) there is a higher percentage of every
element represented at the Fredricks site than at the Wall site.

This

is one indication that the Ftredricks site assemblage is better
p~ese:t?Ved than that fran the Wall site.

However, it could also be an

indication that deer bones were treated differently by the inhabitants
of the two sites.

If, for example, the inhabitants of one of the

sites frequently utilized deer bones as tools, it is possible that
certain skeletal elements would not be discarded in the midden as food
rrefuse.

These tools would be curated, and thus would not be recovered

in the midden in the same percentages as would be expected if
prese1?Vation were the only factor being considered.
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Table 3.

Expected and Actual Representation of Deer Skeletal Elements.

Element
Occipital
Frontal
Hyoid, half
Mandible, half
Maxilla
Atlas
Axis
Ce:rrvical 3-7 Vertebrrae
Tho1?acic Vertebrae
Lumbar Ve1?tebrae
Sac:rrum
Scapula
HLUnerus, p1?oximal
HLUnerus, distal
Radius, p1?oximal
Radius, distal
Ulna
Metacarpal, proximal
Innaninate
Femur, p1?oximal
Ferrn.nr, distal
Tibia, proximal
Tibia, distal
Patella
Metata1?sal, proximal
Metata:rrsal, distal
Ast1ragalus
CalcaneLUn
Proximal Phalanx
Second Phalanx
Distal Phalanx

Expected
Freq./Ind.
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
5
13
6
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
2
8
8
8

Wall
( 36 Ind.)
11.1
4.2
1.4
56.9
23.6
11.1
38.9
23.3
8.1
24.5
16.7
77.8
20.8
87.5
47.2
15.3
47.2
13.9
95.8
44.4
37.5
48.6
4.2
11.1
45.8
33.3
27.8
30.6
17.4
8.3
16.3

Fl?edricks
( 9 Ind.)
22.2
11.1
11.1
61.1
33.3

o.o

33.3
8.9
17.1
86.1
11.1
88.9
44.4
100.0
61.1
55.6
66.7
94.4
83.3
66.7
72.2
72.2
66.7
5.6
77 .8
72.2
66.7
94.4
54 .2
27.8
23.6
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For example, proximal metacarpals and metatarsals should su:rrvive
better than less-resistant elements such as proximal humeri
frontals.

OF

Plroximal metacal!pals and metatarsals were made into beamers

by sane Piedmont groups, and several of these hide-working tools have
been identified in the Wall site assemblage (one in the 1983-1984
assemblage and 9 in the assemblage examined by Runquist).

As yet,

ha,,.,ever, no tools of this kind have been recovered fran the Fredricks
site, whose o~iginal inhabitants had access to metal tools that may
have made bone beamers obsolete.

The percentages of proximal

metacarpals (13.9) and metatarsals (45.8) irecovered at the Wall site
are not much higher than the percentages of other elements which could
have been expected to be less well-preserved.

At the Fredricks site,

the percentages of proximal metacru::pals (94.4) and of metatarsals
(77.8) is considerably higher than the percentages for many of the
other elements.

Thus, it is likely that the different representation

of deer skeletal elements at the two sites is a result of differential
patterns of use and/or discard of the bones by the inhabitants of the
two sites in addition to the possible effects of differential
preservation.
There is no evidence, therefore, that the bone fran one site is
appreciably better preserved than the bone fran the other site.

It

follows also that there is little indication, in this case, that bones
deposited in a pit will be better preseEVed than those discarded in an
open midden.

It is possible, however, that large bones deposited in

pits will be slightly less fragmented than bones deposited in sheet
midden.
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overall, the faunal assemblages fran the Wall and Fredricks sites
a1:e

very similaE.

Only five species were identified at the Wall site

that we~e not present in the Fredricks site assemblage.

These were

rabbit, beaver, meadow vole, flying squirrel, and bluejay.

With the

exception of rabbit (MNI 4) and meadow vole (MNI 2), none of these
species was ~epresented by more than a single individual.

Whereas

meadow vole was represented by two indviduals, it is very likely that
these bumrowing animals were intlfUsive in the deposit and were not
utilized by the site inhabitants.

Rabbit is the only species fran the

Wall site assemblage that can be considered notable in its absence
fran the Fredricks site assemblage.
Nine species were identified fran the Fredricks site that were
not identified in the 1983-1984 assemblage fran the Wall site.

These

we~e horse, pig, skunk, red-bellied wa::x:lpecker, lesser scaup, musk
tul!tle, sunfish, one individual belonging to the family Charadriidae
(plover) and one individual belonging to the family Fringillidae
(spal:!!ow).

As

only one of these species, skunk, was present in the

assemblage analyzed by Runquist, it is likely that none of these
species was utilized to any great extent, if at all, by the
inhabitants of the Wall site.

With the exception of spal!1!'ow (MN! 2),

these species were only rep~esented by a single individual each in the
Fredricks site assemblage.

The presence of two European-introduced

marrmals, pig and horse, in the Fredricks site assemblage is impoi::tant.
However, pig was represented by only one femur fragment and horse by
only one molar.
Thus, based on the presence or absence of individual species, the
data suggest there were no major differences in the utilization of
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faunal J?esoul?ces by the inhabitants of the two sites.

The two

exceptions noted al?e the absence of l?abbit and the presence of two
EuFopean danesticates in the Flredl?icks site assemblage.
Although the gl?oss inventol?ies of species utilized by the
inhabitants of the two sites are vtl?tually the same, diffel?ences may
be pl?esent in the ways and/ol? relative amounts in which these species
werre proculied and/01:r utilized.

In an attempt to detel'.ITiline which

species wel?e most impolitant in the diet of the inhabitants of the
sites, the amount of meat available fran each was calculated, using
estimations by Snith (1975a), White (1953), and Cleland (1966).
figures are pl!esented in Table 4.

These

It should be noted that the bones,

skins, furs, and cal?apaces of these animals wel?e often impol?tant to
the Indians as materials for tCX>ls, clothing, utensils, and othel?
material gCX>ds.

Thus, a particulaJ:r species would not always have been

selected on the basis of its value as a source of fCX>d.

The presence

of only a single molal? identified as hol?se indicates that this animal
probably was not used fol? fCX>d by the inhabitants of the Flredricks
site. Therefol?e, the amount of meat pl?ovided by this animal was not
included in the calculations of available meat at this site.
The most important animals in the Wall site assemblage, listed in
rank ordeli of estimated meat yield, weEe deer, catfish, bear, l?accCX>n,
beavel?, and tuirkey.

At the Fredlficks site the ordel? was deeF, bear,

catfish, pig, turkey, and raccCX>n.

Again, the assemblages appear to

be quite similar.
In an attempt to gain a more detailed indication of the relative
impol?tance of the various species utilized, twelve species Ol? species
groups wel?e ranked accouding to a technique proposed by Smith
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Table 4.

Species

Estimated Meat Yield in Pounds.

Estimated
Meat Yield/Ind.
(Ibs.)

Wall
lbs.

%

White-tailed Deer
85.0
8.5
~ssum
GJTay Squi:nrel
1.0
Fox Squil:n?el
1.5
Squil?rel sp.
1.2
Raccoon
15.0
Hispid Cotton Rat
0.2
White-footed DeelT Mouse
*
Short-tailed Shllew
*
Meadow Vole
*
Flying Squinrel
0.1
Black Beall'
210.0
Rabbit
2.0
Beaverr
31.5
Pig
75.0
Total Marrrnal
1\. nrkey
8.5
Passenger Pigeon
0.7
Plovell'
*
Sparl?OW
*
Bobwhite
0.3
Red-bellied W:x,dpeckel?
*
Blue jay
0.1
Lessel! Scaup
1.0
Total Bird
Firog
*
Toad
*
Spadefoot Toad
*
Total .Amphibian
Box Turtle
0.3
Snapping Turtle
10.0
Painted Tul?tle
0.3
0.3
Musk Turtle
Mud Turtle
0.3
Snakes
0.2
Total Reptile
Catfish
1.5
Sunfish
1.0
Gali"
1.0
4.0
Suckel'?s
Total Fish

3060.0
8.5
1.0

82.4
0.2

10.8
60.0
0.4

0.3
1.6

0.1
210.0
8.0
31.5

o.o

3390.3
25.5
0.7

1.0
4.0
285.5

Total

3714.7

F!!'edrricks
%
lbs.
765.0
8.5
2.0
1.5
2.4
15.0
0.2

61.5
0.7
0.2
0.1
0.2
1.2

210.0

16.9

91.1
0.7

o.o

75.0
1079.6
34.0
4.2

6.0
86.8
2.7
0.3

0.3

o.o

0.3

o.o

0.1

0.0

26.6

0.7

1.0
39.5

0.1
3.1

1.5
10.0
0.3

o.o
0.3
o.o
o.o
o.o

0.2
0.8
0.0

0.0
0.1
7.7

3.0
10.0
0.3
0.3
0.9
0.2
14.7
103.5
1.0
1.0
4.0
109.5

99.8

1243.3

99 .8

0.3
0.2
12.3
280.5

o.o
o.o

5.6
0.2
0.8

0.3
7.6

o.o

o.o
0.1
o.o

1.1
8.3
0.1
0.1
0.3
8.8
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(1975b:125-127).

Using this appEoach, the species we:rre ranked by

thei~ :i:relative irnpo:i:rtance in tel'IllS of both the minimum numbe:i:r of
individuals and projected meat yield.

The ~esults are shown in Figure

2.

At both sites, the species cluste:rr into fou:i:r groups.

r:::eem and

fish (cluste:i:r 1) :i:ranked ve:rry high on both scales and were evidently
the most important faunal resources at the t'NO sites.

The second

cluste:i:r consists of animals that :i:ranked fairly high in temns of meat
yield but were not ·frequently utilized.

At the Wall site these

animals we:i:re black berur and beaver; at the F:i:red:i:ricks site, they we:i:re
black bear and pig.

Smith (1975b: 126) notes that the low exploitation

of bear and beaver at the Middle Mississippian sites whose faunal
:i:remains he analyzed may have been due to the fact that these species
have low rates of rep:i:roduction.

These species were p:i:robably ra:i:rely

encountered by the inhabitants of the Wall and F:tredricks sites.

It is

also unlikely that pig 'NOuld have been :i:readily available to the
inhabitants of the Fredricks site.

It is interesting to note,

howeve:i:r, that in his description of his visit to Occaneechi Town,
Lawson (LefleJ? 1967:61) mentioned that the Indians b:trought him "good
fat Bear" and that "Their Cabins we:i:re hun:J with a good so1:t of
Tapestry, as fat Beat:, and barbakued or dried Venison."
The third cluster consists of species that were utilized in high
numbe:i:rs but which yielded :i:relatively small quantities of meat per
individual.

At the Wall site, these species we~e rabbit, squirrel,

and turtle.

At the Fredl!'icks site, they were tu:i:rtle, squirrel, and

passerl(Jer pigeon.

At the Fred~icks site, tu:irt.les were represented in

highe:i:r numbers than we:i:re deer.
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Rank Values of Twelve Species.
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The fourth cluster of animals includes those species whose MNI
and meat yield !!'anks were nearly equal.

None of these species ranks

verry highly in tel'!ms of eithel!' cl!iterion of importance.

At both sites

these species were raccoon, turkey, and opossum.
At both sites, then, deer and catfish wel!e the most important
faunal iresou:trces.

Turtle and squimrel were majolr secondary !!'esources,

as was rabbit at the Wall site and passenger pigeon at the Fredricks
site.

Raccoon, turkey, and opossum were utilized on a more limited

basis at both sites.

BeM, and beavet: at the Wall site, and pig at

the F:tredricks site, provided large quantities of meat but were not as
frequently encountered as were other species.
Habitat Pr!eferences and Seasonality
The species utilized by the inhabitants of the Wall and Fredricks
sites can be divided into three g1TOups based on thei:tr preferred
habitats.

Evidence for the seasons during which each species would

have been procur:ed is vecy limited.
Fish and all of the turtle species except box turtle arre aquatic.
Beaver are also dependent on an aquatic habitat. There is no
airchaeological evidence indicating at what seasons these species were
collected.

However, both turtles and fish are less readily available

for exploitation during the winter.

As

only one beaver inciso!!' was

identified f:tran the Wall site , it was not possible to detennine the
age of the individual or the season in which it was killed.

The

lesser scaup (identified in the Fredricks site assemblage) winters in
North Carolina and occurs on lakes, rivers and ponds.
Shelford (1963:59-60) lists white-tailed deer, black bea1::, gray
squirrel, fox squirrel, raccoon, opossum, striped skunk, and turkey
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among the species of the oak-hicko:t:y forest.
a forest species.

Flying squirl!el is also

Of these animals, dee11, g!!'ay squim:el, 2:accoon, and

oposst.nn also ccmnonly utilize the fo:rrest edge.

Othel! forest edge

species identified in the assemblages a~e cottontail ~abbit and
bobwhite quail.

With the exception of the passengel! pigeon, which was

present du11ing the fall (Scho1?ge11:268,280), all of these forest and
forest edge species were year-round residents of the North Carolina
Piedmont.

Thus, their presence in the assemblages provides little

indication of the seasons dmdng which they were exploited.

IDw

representations of juvenile rabbits in the assemblages may indicate
that this species was exploited primarily during the spring when the
~atio of mobile juveniles to adults would have been lowerr than at
othe11 times of the yeaJ? (Snith 1975b:100, 115-116).

TUrkey and

passenger pigeons would have congrregated in large flocks during the
fall in ol!der to take advantage of the mast available at that time,
and thus would have been more easily exploitable during those months.
The fact that no 11abbits weue identified in the fauna! assemblage
f~an the F11edricks site, and that passenger pigeon was repuesented by
only one individual at the Wall site, makes it possible that the
deposits f11an which the Fredricks site assemblage was derived are mo:rre
representative of fall activities, wher eas those deposits fran which
the Wall site assemblage was derived a11e more representative of spring
activities.
Al?chaeologically, it is possible to detemnine the season during
which deer were killed for those individuals represented by skulls
having antlers attached (indicating May-Febl!Uarry) or shed (indicating
December-May).

It is also possible to dete1?Inine the season during
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which fawns (less than twenty months old) were killed based on stages
of tooth er:uption (Seve~inghaus 1949).

At the Wall site it was only

possible to detel:!Illine the season during which two of the 36
individuals were killed.

One individual was killed between May and

February, as indicated by an antler attached to a f~ontal f~agment,
and anotheF individual was killed during the spring or ea~ly sunmer,
as indicated by the stage of dental el:i'Uption evident in one mandible.
Fran the Fl?'edricks site assemblage, it was possible to determine that
one of nine individuals had been killed between May and February.

The

seasons during which the otheF individuals had been obtained could not
be detennined.
There are no clear indications that the inhabitants of one of the
sites

exploited specific portions of their envirornnent to either a

greater or lesse~ extent than the inhabitants of the other site.
Likewise, theFe are no indications that theFe were major differences
in the seasons duFing which the species were exploited.

This apparent

similarity, however, may simply be the result of a lack of evidence
disceirnible in the archaeolcgical record.
Diversity
One way in which it was possible to distinguish differences in
the use of faunal resources by the inhabitants of the Wall and
FredFicks sites was through the calculation of diversity.

The

foEnulas used and their results are shown in Table 5.
Using the Shannon-Weaver Index, species diversity was calcualted
as 1.46 foF the Wall site assemblage and 2.19 fo~ the Fredricks site
assemblage.

These numbers indicate that there is a greater diversity

of species represented in the Fredricks site assemblage than in the
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Surrrnairy of species divel:sity measures.

Table 5.

Site
Diversity Measure
Shannon-Weaver Index 1
2

Lieberson's Diversity Index
.
. 3
Simpson's Index of D1ve1:s1ty
1

H'

Fred1?icks

Wall

31Skl

31Skla

2.19

1.46

2.54

2.29

0.73

0.55

0.88

0.88

0.73

0.54

0.85

0.87

= LPiLcxJePi'
where Pis the percentage of individuals of i species
identified (Wing 1977:81).

2

]);,{

= 1-S = [(Xl)2

+ (X2)2 + (X3)2 ••• ]'

where D stands for diversity within a population and
is dete~ined by deriving the sum (S} of the squaFed
percentages of each variable trait and subtracting that
sum fran one (Dickens 1980:40).
3

D

= 1 -+

2
(P.) ,
1

where Dis Simpson's Index of Diversity, P., is the
proportion of individuals of species i in the assemblage
(Styles 1981:45).
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Wall site assemblage.

Using the same fomnula, Wing (1977) calculated

diversity for assemblages fEan 43 other sites in the Southeast.

The

diversity indicated forr the Wall and F:t"ed~icks site assemblages is
lowe:t: than that indicated fo:t" all 43 of Wing's assemblages.

The three

sites that displayed dive:t:sity nea:t?ly as low as that of the Wall and
F1redricks sites were sites at which the econany was based on
specialized fishing (Wing 1977:87).

As neithe~ the techniques used in

analyzing the faunal :rremains nor lists of species identified at each
site were p~esented in Wing's discussion, it is difficult to evaluate
whether or not a canpa:t:ison of the Wall and Fredricks site assemblages
with those 1:reported by Win] is valid.

However!, at both the Wall and

Fredricks sites, fish represented over 50% of the individuals
identified and were the second most important :t?esource, following
deer, in tenns of meat yield.
nost important resources.

At both sites, deer and fish were the

At the Fredricks site these species

accounted for 56.68% of the MNI, whereas at the Wall site they
accounted for 79.5% of the MNI.

It is the daninance of these two

resources that accounts for the fact that the two sites appear to be
similar, in terms of dive1:rsity, to the specialized fishing sites
described by Wing (1977).
Another method chosen for calculating diversity is Liebemnan's
variation of Simpson's Index of Diversity.

This method is described

by Dickens (1980: 40) as providing an "index that rrepresents
statistical probability of obtainirQ unlike characteristics in a
population."

The pe1rcentages of individuals of each species

identified fran the Wall and Fredricks sites we!!e used with this
formula.

The resulting pe:t:centages were 0.55 for the Wall site and
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0.73 for the Fredricks site.

This indicates that there were only 55

chances out of 100 that any two individuals identified fran the Wall
site assemblage will belong to different species, whe:treas the chances
of two individuals fran the Fredricks site being different species a~e
73 out of 100.
The final method is Simpson's Index of Dive~sity.

Using this

fomnula, the lowest fX)Ssible diversity would be O whereas maximum
diversity for an assemblage is 1 - 1/s (s being the total number of
species).

At the Wall site maximum diversity is 0.969 and actual

diversity is 0.539. For the Fred~icks site assemblage, maximl.llll
diversity is 0.966 and actual diversity is 0.726.

Thus, using

Simpson's Index of Diverrsity, the Fredricks site assemblage exhibits
mo~e diversity than the Wall site assemblage.

Also, the Wall site

assemblage is only moderately diverse, wheYeas the Fredricks site
assemblage exhibits fairly high diversity.
Fran the results of these calculations, it is clear that the
faunal assemblage fran the Fredricks site exhibits more dive~sity than
that fran the Wall site.

Increased diversity in faunal exploitation

may have been a trend already developing in the Piedmont prior to
·European contact or it may represent a resfX)nse to increased
disl:!Uption of the social and natural environments following contact.
To further investigate this problem, calculations were made of the
diversity exhibited by assemblages f~an a protohistoric and a historic
site, both located in the North Carolina Piedmont on the upper
River.

Dan

Skl dates ca. 1650-1675, and Skla dates ca. 1680-1690 (Wilson

1983:225).

In age, Skl falls between the Wall and Fredricks sites,

whereas Skla may overlap slightly with the early occupation of the
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Fredricks site.

The later of the two Dan Rive~ sites exhibited

greater diversity than the ea~lier site when calculated using the
first and thi~d foliIIlulas (see Figure 3), whereas the second fonnula
yielded equal values for both sites.

The ~esults when each folmlula

was used, however, indicate that the assemblages f:iran Skl and Skla
exhibited greater diversity than either the Wall or the Fredricks
site.

Thus there is no evidence to indicate that increased diversity

in faunal exploitation was a general trend fran Protohistoric through
Historic times in the Piedmont.

Likewise, theue is no clear

indication that the utilization of a greater diversity of species was
necessarily a response to environmental disruption created by the
presence of Europeans.

CHAPTER 6:

CONCWSIONS

Although the 1Tespective inhabitants of the Wall and Fredricks
sites exploited a wide v~iety of species, both ~elied most heavily on
deer and catfish.

Turtle and squirrel were important secondary

resources at the two sites, as were rabbit and raccoon at the Wall
site and passengeir pigeon at the Fredrricks site.

Turkey and op:)ssum

we~e supplemental:.'y 1:esources at lx>th sites, as was raccoon at the
Frred~icks site.

Bear, at lx>th sites, beaver at the Wall site and pig

at the Fredricks site were only occasionally utilized.
The lack of data on the age and sex of most of the animals
utilized made it impossible to deter:mine with any certainty how
selective the inhabitants of the two sites were in their exploitation
of particular species.

NOL" was it possible to dete1?Inine whether ot?

not the patterns of exploitation can be explained in te1:'ms of
maximization of meat yield and minimization of energy expenditure.
Neither of the two most reliable methods fol: dete1m1ining seasonality
was vel:.'y useful in intel!preting the assemblages fran the two sites.
The pll'esence of migratory fowl, passenge~ pigeon and lesse~ scaup,
indicates sane exploitation by the inhabitants of the Fredricks site
of fall and winter species.

The presence of juveniles of pat?ticular

species (e.g., rabbit and squirrel) also provides evidence of
seasonality.

The fact that only adult rabbits were identified is an

indication that the inhabitants of the Wall site may have utilized
this species in the spring.
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It is possible that the reliance upon deer as a primary resource
reflects an effort to minirnze energy expenditure while maximizing meat
yield.

Deer congregate in Eelatively high densitities during the fall

and early winte~ in oNder to feed upon mast.

They are thus easier to

exploit at these times of yeair than at others (Snith 1975:138).
Ethnohistoric accounts and prehisto~ic evidence (Lefler 1967:215-216;
Swanton 1946:256-257; Waselkov 1977:230) indicate that Southeastel?n
Indians hunted deer primairily in the fall and winter.

As

it is not

possible to detel:!ITline the season during which the deer in the Wall and
Fredrricks site assemblages were killed, it is not possible to
detennine whether the inhabitants of the two sites utilized the same
strategies as other Southeastern groups.
The knowledge of the age and/or sex of a few of the deer
identified fran the two sites, however, makes it possible to
hypothesize about the methcrls used to hunt this species.

At both

sites, a nearly equal number of males and females was identified.
Because such a low percentage of the total number of individuals could
be sexed, though, these figures may not be an accurate reflection of

the actual sex distribution of the animals utilized.

In both

assemblages, the majority of the individuals were neither very young
nor very old.

This indicates that it is likely that drives or

su1?rounds were the methcrls used in hunting the deer rather than
stalking (Waselkov 1977:120).
Catfish was the second most important resource at both sites in
tenns of -meat yield.

The prefe1?1Ted water habitat of this species is

small rivers with sluggish current (Smith 1975:61), conditions which
are met by the Eno River.

Catfish are available in laEge numbers
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during the spring spawning season and also in the surmmerr when the
water! level is low (Smith 1975:60).

The seasons during which the

inhabitants of the Wall and Flredricks sites exploited this resource
cannot be dete1m1ined.

Howeverr, Swanton (1946:257) proposes that many

Southeastem1 Indian g1?0ups rrelied on fishing during the surrrnerr.
The secondaJ?y rresources identified fran the Wall and Frredricks
sites differ f1::an those reported fo~ othe~ sites which seem to
represent minimized energy expenditure-maximized meat yield
strategies. At the Middle Mississippi sites r eported by Snith
(1975:137-138) and the prehistoric

Dan

River sites reported by

Waselkov (1977:101) raccoon and turkey were rreporrted as important
secondary resources.

These species, like deer and catfish, exhibit

high population densities during the fall and winter, when they were
most likely to have been hunted.

With the exception of passenger

pigeon (at the Fred~icks site) the species identified at both sites as
impot:tant secondary resoul?Ces do not congregate in easily exploitable
groups at any time of the yea!.".

SquiJ?rel, tmrtle, and 1rabbi t may have

been abundant near the sites and fairly easy to captur e.

That these

species were such important resources to the inhabitants of the Wall
and Fredrricks sites suggests that the exploitative st~ategy used by
these people was not entirrely daninated by a conce:r:n for maximization.
Calculations of diveJ:Tsity indicated that the inhabitants of the
Frredrricks site used a greateJ:T diversity of species than the
inhabitants of the Wall site.

There is no indication, however, that

this increased diversity through time was a general trend in the
Piedmont.

No~ is there any clea!." indication that it was a response to
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the dis:rruption of the social and natural envirornnents p~oduced by the
presence of Europeans.
Fl:an the data available thus far, contact (eitheF direct or
indiuect) with Europeans seems to have had little effect on the basic
pattem1 of faunal exploitation of the inhabitants of the F1?edHicks
site.

The presence of one ho~se molar and one fragment of pig l::x:>ne

indicates that animals introduced by Europeans probably were not
important to the diet of these people.

The increase in butchering

ITlalTks found on deel!' l::x:>nes fran the Ft?edricks site, howeveI!', may be the
result of differences in butchering practices following contact.
The many European a11tifacts found at the Fl:edricks site indicate
considerable pa:J?ticipation in the deer skin trade by the inhabitants
of this site.

The~e is, however, no direct evidence for this in the

faunal assemblage.

There is no indication that species were being

hunted primarily for their hides rather than for meat, at least not in
the near vicinity of the village.

Nor is there evidence that portions

of the envirornnent were being exploited either more or less heavily
than in the past.

Even though good evidence forr the exact strategies

used to hunt deer is lacking, there is an indication that procurement
strategies at the Fredricks site we~e not very different fran those at
the Wall site.

Also, no inc1?ease in the number of tools orr features

associated with hide-working is evident at the Fredricks site.

In

fact, no hide-wo1?king tools have been found at the Fredricks site
There are th~ee possible explanations for the discrepancy
between the presence of a la11ge numbel? of European artifacts at the
Fredricks site and a lack of evidence for participation in the
deerskin trade in the faunal assemblage.

The majority of the remains
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fran the Fl?edricks site were r ecovered fran burial pitfill and may
reflect special ceremonial behavior that was not related to hunting
activities associated with the deerskin trade.

A second possibility

is that activities associated with the deerskin trade, in general,
were car.Tied out at hunting camps away fran the village.

A thim::l

possibility is that in theil! role as tl!ade ''middlemen", the Occaneechi
were not directly involved in the hunting activities associated with
the deerskin trade.
Analyses of the ethnobotanical remains fran the Wall and
Fredrricks sites (Gremillion 1984) also do not show evidence of major
differences in plant utilization between precontact and postcontact
sites.

With the exception of peach, no plant species intr,oduced by

Europeans werre identified at the Fredricks site.

Although acorn was

not as plentiful at the Fredricks site as at the Wall site and hickol:!}'
was more abundant at the fo:rrnerr, crnm, beans, and squash weI?e
important resources at both sites.

The faunal remains fran the Wall

and Fredricks sites, when canbined with this ethnobotanical evidence,
support the contention that a basic late prrehistoric subsistence
pattern was maintained well into the Historic period of aboriginal
occupation in the Carolina Piedmont.
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